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“God Bless us”! Let’s be equal before God!” 
From the speech of Heydar Aliyev 

in the “Tazapir” Mosque on the occasion of 
Prophet Aleyhisalam’s birthday (5/11/1993) 

Foreword 
XX-XXI centuries don’t get bored from surprising mankind with divine discoveries, significant 
events. We know from religious books that God didn’t spare his pity from creatures and sent 
good news in order to withhold them from bad acts. Societies, socio-political organizations, 
civilizations have replaced each other, but people with few exceptions morally remained 
unchanged. Human continues to be heretic with passions, faults, greed. Patience and forgiveness 
of God is inexhaustible. 
In this period we witness divine mystery in Azerbaijan society. This mystery is Zarifa khanum, God 
awarded her with marvelous power. Human is not capable to understand the meaning of talent 
which God gave her. Notions such as “Phenomenon”, “Unique appearance”, “and non-traditional 
wizard of medicine” can’t define, disclose, and evaluate the core of talent that God gave her. As 
a matter of fact, her talent overburdened science and nature. Essentially, Zarifa khanum unifies 
three images such as roentgen-woman, diagnostician, and curative. Her roentgen eyes see 
human organism, inner parts on the molecular level, as well as, not in black-white but colorful. 
As if Zarifa khanum receives every information about patients, diagnosis, the power of cure from 
skies. Zarifa khanum cures a patient with her soft healing hands. Healing-power is given to her at 
once or during a few days. 
The source of divine power of Zarifa khanum is related to her holy genesis. She is successor of 
Imam Jafar Sadik and Imam Musa al-Kazim. Her ancestor’s holy place was the place in which 
honesty, healing, and intentions came true. She fell into lethargic sleep three times, after waking 
up the influence of her wonderous power has increased. 
Citizens who visited the holy healing place and guests coming from foreign countries (Iran, 
Turkey, Germany, Russia and other countries) wrote much about Zarifa khanum, about her holy 
place in their books, journals, newspapers. In addition, the book “Angel of the earth” that 
compiled by Almas Ahmadov is very interesting, because in this book profundity and expanse of 
healing activity of Zarifa khanum is reflected. 
 The book consists of four chapters. In the first chapter ancestry of hero of the work is described 
in detail. In the second chapter opinions of Azerbaijani intellectuals, scientists, academicians 
about Zarifa khanum are exemplified. The third chapter is dedicated to the people’s wishes who 
have been cured by Zarifa khanum. Finally, reviews on the writing that published about Zarifa 
khanum in media are described in the fourth chapter. As a result, works which will be written 
about marvelous, unique power of Zarifa khanum are waiting for their queue. 
I think, God that gave talent to Zarifa khanum sent her to save guilty servants. She was sent to 
give us physical and spiritual healing. People who are morally mute don’t deserve to be recovered 
by Zarifa khanum; she immediately feels such people and refuse to treat them. 
Zarifa khanum has her own qualities. She is capable to read people’s ideas if she wants. 
Dear reader, this work can partially acquaint you with unique treatment abilities of Zarifa 
khanum. We cannot count the people, at the same time women who became mother at early or 
middle ages. I think that God has pitied on us, people and sent mysterious bounty. We also should 
be grateful to God and protect its valuable contribution. 
Farida Mammadova 
Associate member 
From Scientific Editor  
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After creating this mysterious world God enlarged it with unusual miracles. Without hesitation it 
can be said that among these superhuman wonders human and its mind, philosophical aim is 
much more clear. Among these supreme and worldwide mysterious people from the sacred 
successor of VII Imam Musa al-Kazim Zarifa has an unusual role. We perceive her but we cannot 
see her spiritual world, superhuman talent as original. However, her mysterious world and 
luminous recovery given to us show that it is actually the talent of God. Her all being, 
disinterested healing and God’s wellness to people is the God’s gift for us-for mankind. For all 
these, it’s impossible not to surprise before her miracle. About this miracle tens of poems were 
written, music was composed and many books were published. 
I read her newly published book “Angle of the Earth” and it became much more clear for me 
again how thousands of people appreciate this unexampled human who healed them. 
Poetess and publicist Almas Ahmadova is the author of the book. She has given comprehensive 
information about generation genealogy of Zarifa Mayilova. As the author noted, Zarifa is the 
successor of VII Imam Musa al-Kazim. Great humans of this generation passed their light to Zarifa 
with genetic relation. Beginning good and valuable deed Almas Ahmadova again scraped to the 
memory of history family root, forefather and bright world of Zarifa khanum. Zarifa khanum was 
created to affirm what human being is able to do. Light and intelligence of Zarifa khanum 
surprised many people. We are witness of the sincere words in this book. The book is very 
valuable and in-depth content. Thoughts and views have been expressed by heart. The main 
point is to sum up true thoughts which were said and to systematize them- Efforts of Zarifa 
khanum for human’s health has been shown in this book. As being noted Almas khanum decently 
coped with this matter. Compiling the book by meeting with different people and gathering ideas 
separately demands a great effort. 
The President of International Energy Information Academy, head of Azerbaijan University of 
Intellectuals, deceased academician A. Huseynov noted that Zarifa khanummakes medical 
scientist keep silence by explaining anatomic-physiological system of human being. 
It’s true. She astonishes people as secret power. She makes a belief to show what human being 
is capable to do. 
 President of the Lukoil company Fikrat Aliyev proudly notes that, when Zarifa khanum and Juna 
came closer to each other in Juna Academy he saw spark like electric power between them and 
Juna called Zarifa khanum as the miracle of God. According to the views of deceased academician 
Hajibay Sultanov “brain neurons of Zarifa Khanum are more active than the neurons of ordinary 
people”. Doctor of Philosophy of Historical Sciences Latifa Mammadova considers that Zarifa 
khanum is the miracle of the second half of XIX century. Doctor of philosophy in law science Ali 
Eyvazov appreciates Zarifa khanum as living “laboratory”, “clinical-human”. 
Correspondent member of Azerbaijan National Academy, Professor Farida Mammadova has 
been cured from the kidney and gall-bladder stones without any operations with the help of 
Zarifa Mayilova. Her girlfriend, Doctor of historical sciences Eva Marya Aukhu owing to Zarifa was 
saved from tumor metastasis. Doctor of the hospital №5,surgeon Z.Tahmazoglu notes that, 
owing to Zarifa khanum’s right diagnosis his relative escaped from surgical operation. Doctor of 
Technical Sciences professor R.Alibayli, geophysicist Nigar Sultanova, Head of the department of 
Azerbaijan State TV and Radio Company Latifa Tagiyeva, philosopher Osman Efendi, People’s 
Judge of Nizami district Zarniyar Abdullayeva, Chief of the office of the agricultural industry 
Mammadali Afandiev, collaborator of the Affa Futbol Federation Ali Talibov,collaborator of “ 
Azarsun” Trade, doctor Elshan Abbasli, colonel Elbrus Ismayilov, police major A.Abishov, chief 
doctor of maternity welfare clinic Aygun Budagova, assistant professor of Azerbaijan State 
Medical University Aziz Mammadov, professor assistant of Medical University Mafkura 
Huseynova, teacher of Medical University Khuraman Maharramova and other tens, hundreds of 
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education, profession owners, doctors, medical staff, poet, writer, journalist and thousands of 
other profession owners recovered escaping from hard operations live owing to Zarifa khanum 
and say precious words about her. 
Zarifa khanum is the charming present of God to Azerbaijan. In Germany, America, Holland, Iran, 
Turkey, Irak, Russia and other countries phenomenon of Zarifa Mayilova is taught and she is 
praised as “Rontgen-woman” .The owner of this divine talent,source of the light, healing 
phenomenon should be praised,protected, raised decently! 
Of course, higher conceptions can be said about scientific-poetic values of this book. The best 
word have been said, is said and will be said by the people who suffered from pains even lost 
hopes of living. The main source of this book is that Zarifa khanum is the extraordinary person 
presented by God for mankind. She is doctor of genius. She is perceiver and person who makes 
people to perceive. I repeat again, the most thing that satisfies me is bravery and nobility of 
Almas khanum who recovered owing to the Zarifa khanum. That’s why I thank to Almas 
Ahmadova. 
Dear readers, read the spirited word of all authors in the book “Angle of the Earth”. Then you will 
be saved from suffering and recover by visiting the holy place of Zarifa khanum. You’ll see that 
great God presented to you, us, to millions of people mystery of happiness. Persons like Zarifa 
khanum is real feeling of prestige, national pride for our people. 
Anvar Ahmad, 
Chairman of the Union of Writers of Karabakh 
region of Azerbaijan 
Real member of International Academy 
of Human Resources 
Doctor of Philosophy, poet, professor 
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GOLD KEY OWNER OF MEDICINE 
 

Every of us heard about the mysterious people. Some of them read their fate, some of them has 
hand skills, some has inborn talent and so on….. 
After knowing Zarifa khanum, I cannot say that this is miracle. Everybody who knows Zarifa 
khanum agree with me. To do Rontgen with eyes,to diagnose inner part of people faultlessly this 
is legendry for some people. After knowing her I witnessed her mysteries. Oddity of this 
woman,knowledge, knowing of medicine in high level surprise not only Azerbaijan scientists but 
also world scientists. Some of them accept, rejoice but some consider it unacceptable. 
But I know scientists, doctors even academicians who again came back after Zarifa’s diagnosis 
being affirmed and trusted only her curative hands. 
Though some of them don’t want their names to be called they feel happy of the world for 
witnessing Zarifa khanum’s miracle. But some educated men support Zarifa khanum as a brother, 
consider her worthy sister 8 brothers, witnessed her wonders proudly, did all their effort in order 
utter her mysteries without hiding to be a brother of her holy place . Perhaps many people know 
the person that dote divine talent. He is Fikrat Aliyev. He is one of the living eye witness of Zarifa 
khanum’s large-spreaded fame in the country. There was endless number of people who even 
came from far away for her halo. News of this famous, extraordinary phenomenon spreaded 
outside the Republic. There was unfailing number of people wanting to get a benefit from her, 
even there was increasing number of people who wanted to see her in their country. “Rontgen 
woman” got perpetual invitations. Zarifa khanum even encountered problems containing with 
these invitations . Mr. Fikrat who supported Zarifa khanum speakes proudly about the glimmers 
like energy that he saw in JUNA Academy when Zarifa khanum and Juna came on to each other. 
After seeing Azeri girl-Zarifa khanum’s wonders Juna genuflected before her and called this 
Miracle of God. 
During the conversation with Mr. Fikrat he noted that he knows the ropes of Zarifa khanum’s 
power, divinity and got positive results by using her cure. He confides health of his natives in 
Zarifa khanum for believing her irreplaceableness. Yes, she is the talented person that has no 
analogue on the earth. Today people’s mother standing on the unapproachable top of science of 
medicine according to non-traditional medicine, holy person,invincible creature blazing with ever 
burning glow, reputation of people 
“Rontgen woman” Zarifa khanum’s name will be enthusiastically noticed among the people who 
contributed her to be recognized among the people and on worldwide scale,their names will be 
called with Zarifa khanum and stamped to many books. 
Gold Key owner of medicine Zarifa khanum continues to surprise the world. 
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Part from the talk with President of Azerbaijan,  
Georgia, Turkey branches of “LUKOIL” 

company Fikrat Aliyev 
THIS PERSON IS IRREPLACEABLE 
It’s difficult and honorable to write about Zarifa khanum. It is difficult to speak about her unique 
capabilities within one framework . The unusual owner of power given by God Zarifa khanum 
was called roentgen woman and her originality was accepted by the medical centers of 
Azerbaijan,Germany, Russia, USA. 
I myself witnessed this inborn talent: 2 years ago I was suffering from kidney stone. Ultraviolet 
Examination found a lot of stone in my kidney and gall-bladder. 
I didn’t satisfy with operation for suffering from heart-vascular disease. I went to Zarifa khanum. 
She examined me turning off the light, affirmed the results of ultraviolet examination, even noted 
direction, shape of the stone standing in the stream of bile duct. It was completely corresponding 
to the results of ultraviolet examination. Zarifa khanum took into consideration my heart defect 
and advised not to do any operation. Then she began to massage therapy. 
During the first two seances we feared that the stones will move sharply and it’ll make the 
situation more difficult. In the third seance Zarifa khanum predicted that stones will dissolve and 
become smaller. During 2 months I was treated. My health continuously grew better. At last, I 
had to go to ultraviolet examination apparatus as Zarifa khanum advised. As feeling better I didn’t 
go. At this time crash happened: I had a car accident in the street, I got waist stab. Besides, my 
legs and vascular had hurt. After coming myself I was fully controlled at Diagnostic centre. When 
ultra-violet examination showed that I had no stones in my kidneys and gall-bladder I was 
surprised. After some time my pains restarted. Luckily, Zarifa khanum had already arrived from 
U.S. I went to her with sharp pains, she controlled me with her roentgen eyes again in the dark 
room saying that there was non-smooth stone in the direction of stream. After 2 seances pains 
had stopped. Treatment has been continuing and I believe to be recovered completely. 
I want to speak about the wide range of her treatment: from cancer up to infinity. 
I had a guest from Germany: Eva. She was operated from cancer of female organs in her native 
land. She is offered reoperation because her lymph glands had swelled. 
We went together to Zarifa khanum. Zarifa khanum advised to take into consideration lymph 
glands and began curing. For a month swell of lymph glands died away and Eva began to feel 
herself good. Doctors in Germany were very surprised. For a year now Eva feels herself healthy. 
Zarifa khanum’s power coming from God influenced to our bride too. Doctors founded harmonic 
problems and she was treated for 2 years. Treatment didn’t give any results. Zarifa khanum 
examined her, affirmed diagnosis and found renal failure. After 4 seances she became pregnant. 
Her gestation was bad because she was suffering from toxicosis for 9 years. As a result, she was 
sent to hospital with the fear of losing baby. After hearing this, Zarifa khanum asked to take her 
out of hospital and take to her. After examining her stomach with hands, pains removed and the 
fear of losing baby was taken away. After 9 months our son was born. It proves that the unusual 
opportunities of Zarifa khanum are very extensive: when she examines the person in the dark 
she determines blood supply of the brain, circulation of blood . 
Zarifa khanum reads the ideas and defines whether there is a moral-belief in God. She doesn’t 
help the people who don’t believe in God. She doesn’t ask them about this but feels herself. 
Farida Mammadova 
Correspondent member 
of Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, 
doctor of historical sciences, professor.  

http://azerdict.com/?s=Azerbaijan+National+Academy+of+Sciences
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SECRET WORLD AND MEDICAL MYSTERIES OF ZARIFA KHANUM FASCINATE PEOPLE 
 

It’s not surprising to determine physiological properties of internal organs with eyes and to 
regulate with the energy of her organism. We think that the brain neurons of Zarifa khanum are 
more active than the neurons of ordinary people . 
It’s impossible not to surprise to diagnosis of Zarifa khanum at once without asking about sickness 
from her patients and examining them without any apparatus. 
Zarifa khanum’s inborn talent is the reality, eminence, supremacy of human intelligence. As such 
vision ability and correct diagnosis is very important. 
The main reason of my conception is the examination of Zarifa khanum. After examining me she 
revealed the existence of illness which I caught 25 years ago and with her secret eyes she 
appointed that two and a half years of treatment didn’t effect. Though my illness is serious I 
definitely believe to be cured by hot-spirited breath, radiant hands of Zarifa khanum. Lower part 
of the brain and the knee, vascular of my feet are completely losing their functions. Zarifa khanum 
affirmed these with her diagnosis on October 8, 1997 without asking anything. 
I have lost the light of my eyes trying all days and nights, yearning for family heat, child’s sweet 
smile. Making my brain and eyes tired, making attempt upon my life I strived for creation and 
fame of Shamakhi Astrophysical Observatory in the world. As a result, I caught this disease. For 
the disease I put an end to my activity at Shamakhi Astrophysical Observatory. One of the main 
elements of independence is its intellectual potential. This potential shouldn’t be satisfied only 
with trained staff. Nowadays, look for, reveal and appreciate Zarifa khanum who is famous not 
only in the republic but in the world is very important in the condition of economical difficulties. 
It is our duty to provide Zarifa khanum with technical opportunities in order to use her mental 
ability, medical mysteries with maximum level. I wish this unique person success in her activity. 
Academician Hajibay Sultanov, 
Man of science and technology, The member of International Astronomical Union, Secretary 
Deputy of Academy of Sciences of of Department of Mathematics, Physical and Technical 
Sciences, Vice President of the Azerbaijani branch of the international academy of energy-
information 

P.S It’s our duty to publish valuable words, super ideas of Hajibay 
Sultanov about Zarifa Khanum. 
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HONORARY TITLE AND DIPLOMAS OF ZARIFA MAYILOVA 
 

We should note that Zarifa Mayilova has been honored with diplomas such as Member of the 
Intellectuals of Azerbaijan, Academician of International Energy Academy graduated from 
Moscow, Juna Academy, Gold Medal of International autobiography centre Cambridge(England), 
Academician of Nyu-York Academy, Honor diploma of Association of “ El gucu” International 
Humanitarian of Administrative Personnel honored with Yusif Mammadaliyev’s medal by 
Enlightenment Association of the Republic for success in the field of medicine in our and foreign 
countries, Honor diploma of public union for Prosperous Azerbaijan, diploma of Association of 
Azerbaijan Intellectuals, honor diploma “ Ziya” by the chairman of Azerbaijan Trade Union of 
Journalists Oktay Salamzadeh, diploma presented by the chairman of Karabakh invalids and 
martyr community, diploma “Honor of the Year” by the president of Invalid Women community, 
honor diploma of Care Community of Azerbaijan Republic, diploma of Dede Gorgud and gold 
medal, diploma Nariman Narimanov and others. It’s with great pride that the name of tricot 
products in Romania and Turkey are called with Zarifa khanum’s name. 
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ZARIFA MAYILOVA IS THE GULF OF MYSTERIES 
 

It’s pleasant, at the same time it is difficult to speak about spiritually talented Zarifa khanumand 
her mysteries. 
It’s difficult and easy to speak about this kind, angel looked woman, with curative hands in which 
you get warm, power and who share your problems with you. 
It’s difficult because Zarifa khanum is fully undetected and undiscovered godsend. 
While escaping from rain, lightening she dropped into the flow and this took her to Baku. 
It’s enough to come to Zarifa khanum’s door in order to know about her.There are always many 
patients with anxious eyes. This is a door of hope. Everyone come here with problems. You can’t 
see here silence even the nature is severe. 
What is the reason of Zarifa khanum’s attractive force? Which force makes people overcome 
distance from remote cities, villages? 
Only Zarifa khanum’s world of mysteries answers these questions. 
Zarifa khanum’s secret world of mysteries lifts her from ordinariness to height. 
With her emerald eyes Zarifa khanum reveals secret world of man. Relying on her eyes, she can 
know person much closer. Activity of her gilder eyes challenges much more in the dark. After 
turning the light off she makes her eyes to be active and inner part of human seems clearer than 
face. All problems of patient are revealed by Zarifa khanum during 30-40 seconds. 
Zarifa khanum is able to survey with her quick understanding. Zarifa khanum keeps in her mind 
all things that she sees. As if there is a lot of information about human physiognomy. As if she 
knows anatomic/physiological structure of human by heart. 
Zarifa khanum inspires people to live with her breath redolent. Her breath is related to sacred 
experience. This noble woman relies on her breath much more. She does her curative deed saying 
“Precision of wish”. Her breath prefers honesty and it has a great influence on people. 
Zarifa khanum’s pleasant face admires everyone, wins people’s hearts. 
Speaking of Zarifa khanum in literary language amazes people but she has not been to many 
countries, has not read a lot of books. While speaking with her you think that she is a great 
scientist. 
As being holy she preferred divine people who come to her. As divinity is her yeast. When Zarifa 
khanum approaches to her patient she feels that his/her financial situation is difficult, she cures 
at the same time she helps her patient. That’s why she becomes more respectable. 
While explaining anatomic-physiological structure of human being with scientific facts, Zarifa 
khanum makes medical scientist to keep silent owing to her seriousness. 
The great mystery of Zarifa khanum is her prayers. She accepts it from disappearance. 
Zarifa khanum regulates with her hands, her hands are radiant and talented. There is mysterious 
heat in her hands. 
Patience, endurance of Zarifa khanum creates the history of healing. 
She knows people well. 
With her authorization coming from God Zarifa khanum inscribed personification of holiness to 
the history. She is healing messenger of God; she came in the image of human in order help to 
all creatures. 
 
Zarifa khanum is the gulf of mysteries. May God Bless Zarifa khanum for the Azerbaijani people. 
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Zarifa khanum becomes higher with her dignity. If her mysteries recover many people, it means 
that Zarifa khanum who comes from the ancestry of VII Musa al-Kazim differs from everyone with 
her kind behavior. 
 
A.Huseynov 
President of International Academy of Information Energy Azerbaijan University of 
Intellectuals,  
Editor- in- chief of “Ziyali” newspaper,  
Prizewinner of “Golden Pen” award Member of Journalists’ Association Honorary academician 
of Informatisation Academy of Sciences of UN and Georgian National Academy Professor, 
 honorary doctor of some  universities of foreign countries Real member,  
Academy of Sciences of the International Energy Information President of Community of 
Azerbaijan Intellectuals 
P.S Though today deceased academician A. Huseynov is not with us, he will always remain in 
people’s heart as great scientist and valuable person. 
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SELFLESS PHYSICIAN, RESPONSIVE PERSON 
 

God have presented you to the world 
You distribute a light all lighting 
You wouldn’t come from overseas to Azerbaijan 
If that heart wouldn’t crust in your chest 
I began my heartedly words about our nation’s medico yearning daughter, talented physician 
Zarifa Mayilova with the poem of Ibrahim Bimar. Giving the flame of its heart to people, she gives 
them life, which is the endless gift. I am one of the persons who has drunken water from her 
recovery spring. As a selfless physician, responsive friend, she is a creature which doesn’t have 
an equal. Yes, to be a friend with her is an inextinguishable love and infinite desire of every 
Azerbaijani daughter. Instead of the received recovery from her, I have forgiven my friendship to 
her. It is three years that, we have been family friends. Mrs. Zarifa is native to me as a beloved 
sister. For me, the world is one side and she is another. As a sister, friend she is appreciable-
valuable, sympathetic. 
I am very lucky that, I am an offset of the same nation, of the same time with her. I am glad and 
proud that, the great physician whom Germans called “X-ray woman” in XXI century is ours, 
Azerbaijan’s! Zarifa khanum Mayilova again with her innate talent and phenomenal skills proved 
that, human heart is superior than the techniques. I didn’t heard the events, miracle from anyone 
- I saw it with my eyes. Wises didn’t say it accidentally that, gap between truth and dishonesty is 
between eye and ear. 
Many consider Zarifa khanum as philanthropist for her assistance to orphan, refugee, displaced 
but remembering her salvation hundreds of people from surgical blade, drugs, wrath of ward is 
lower. Elevating Zarifa khanum in the eyes of the nation is also her being a great humanist, which 
looks at everybody with justice eyes, doesn’t give a way to grain discrimination between patient. 
I wonder if the value of giving the child worsening day by day to his mother safe and sound after 
five sessions is measured? Return the father who is suffering with pain for years to his three 
daughters by salving, but how is it possible to return the debt of it? 
I would like to remember my own story in the tiding of impressions. Throat irritations with severe 
and continuous cough gave trouble to me for a long time. As I went to the doctor several times 
a year, I didn’t see its benefit. Everybody said in one mouth that, you have goitre and it must be 
operated certainly. 
One day, when I was in Baku in connection with my work, I took a cough. My situation worried 
everybody, my girlfriend advised me to go to the physician named Zarifa. Joining me, we went to 
the known address, slowly the turn reached to us. The woman whom I saw the face for the first 
time, cited all the problems which I had from a 3-4 meters distance. Then giving the appropriate 
advices, applied a treatment session. Since, three years have passed, I feel myself comfortable 
and briskly. I didn’t even find a chance to think about what to present to Zarifa khanum for the 
treatment: she decisively rejected it! 
Let me note that, the diagnosis that Azerbaijani physician wrote for me, was approved by higher 
doctors of Islamic Republic of Iran. The physicians like Zarifa khanum are honor of our 
Motherland, crown of our head. May God splice her to all her desires; do not separate her from 
Azerbaijani people! 
Latifa Movsumova, 
Head of Masalli region Culture and Tourism Department, Honoured cultural worker 
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I AM GRATEFUL FOREVER 
 

I read about Zarifa khanum, who has a gift from God, in “Musavat” newspaper: “The thing that I 
couldn’t prove in Azerbaijan for 29 years, German experts confirmed it in half an hour”. After 
reading this article I went to the owner of these life-giving hands Zarifa khanum. Listening to me 
attentively she removed the troubling pain from my legs after three sessions treatment with her 
healing hands and radiant eyes. So, I bow in front of healing hands and radiant eyes of “X-ray 
woman” Zarifa khanum that appoints more correct than the inventor of X-ray beams. And I 
believe in seniority of sphere of influence of the health given by her to people of the world and 
consider her as matchless gift given by God to our nation. 
Thousands of people as me declare that, they are obliged to Zarifa khanum for finding a healing 
from her delicate hands and eyes. 
 
Seyidov Samandar Mammad 
Ph.D. in Geology-Mineralogy, 
head of the laboratory of Azerb. OGI State 
Scientific Research and Design Institute 
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X-RAY WOMAN, IDEAL LADY 
 

The formula of human existence has been imprinted with concrete conceptions by various 
scientists at different times. French scientist R. Dekart gave this formula like this: “I think, it 
means that I exist”. Thus, high, humanist, typical and cognitive thinking is also the main aim of 
existing – available person. 
Human personality and humanity always make the life brighter. There are many people who have 
chosen goodness as a profession to himself/herself. Generally, the people living with pleasant 
mission are destiny holders whom God bestowed happiness. In this meaning it is possible to 
acknowledge that, miracle of our times, “X-ray woman”, academic Mayilova Zarifa Yagub also 
characterizes difficult moments of life as a life formula for herself and for surrounding people. 
Issues depending on fortune in some extent, and sometimes depends on human work. For this 
reason, to people such as Zarifa khanum deserves applause. 
Zarifa khanum condescended, let’s say, gave hand to many people in her glorious way of life. As 
a kind and magical person, Zarifa khanum has taken the responsibility for goodwill mission 
starting from time to time. Thanks to her carefulness, passing through chaos of life increased 
well-being of people. She, herself, as a kind woman has taken humanist steps, has showed 
gratuitous care to patient, helpless people. But, as the intention of this lady is goodwill, she 
performs this job without a break up to now. She will always serve just for her intention. 
Kindness, sincerity highly depends on person’s will, patient and width of the heart. Being sapient 
is also one of the indicators of this highness. “Sapience – is the art of being happy through other 
people's happiness”. Famous scientist Siseron also said – “Sapience is the perfection of mind”. 
We see the high level of sapience in Zarifa khanum. She has always approached the human factor 
unequivocally at the top of highness, recovered hundreds (may be thousands) of people, 
stimulates her future works on the criterion of goodwill and humanity with the determination 
human-citizen. 
Being the people’s place of hazard, humanism “school”, Zarifa khanum Mayilova signs the actions 
that have been admired by the scientists of the World. One of the main factors surprising the 
scientists of the World at the moment is Zarifa khanum’s healing people in the true sense of the 
word as a “X-ray woman”. Today several well-known scientists: -But, how does she do it? – 
governs their opinions with this question. But, let’s not to forget that, Azerbaijan is the Land of 
Fire, and Almighty Allah is nearer to the people of this school. And this determination is given to 
Zarifa khanum by Allah. Of course, this is a life-history matter. 
High, humanist, typical and cognitive thinking is also just goal of existing-available person. In this 
meaning the life aim of Zarifa khanum is also humanity service. 
Only absolute people can understand the sense of life, can appreciate it decently. This nature of 
Zarifa khanum, her attention and care for people as a marvelous human, her humanist principles, 
her goodwill position-aim certainly must be applauded by everybody. 
From the first days of the activity Zarifa Mayilova has always been inclined to good 
communication, a sense of sympathy, could manage to maintain the public-secular specificity in 
the same balance. She today also raises mood of people, takes impartial, neutral position, does 
not make political maneuvers, and is not in the opinion of making. Her principle of activity is just 
set on the care for people. Descartes also considered the mood of people as the main measure 
of their happiness. 
In our every writing we repeatedly emphasize that, sapient people from both come to life rarely. 
Let’s sincerely admit that, Zarifa kahnum is also one of such people. It is because of her love to 
her nation, in one words to people that, she has taken the pain of several people to herself, and 
her activity is set on a sincere feeling. 
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In a certain historical condition, changes occurring in the life of society are mostly available under 
the influence of biological factors. That’s why the attitude of the science to the social 
environment becomes more active in a great extent, reality itself demands from the scientists to 
analyze that events realistically, and to express their attitude towards them. Let’s admit that, 
miracle of Zarifa khanum has arisen and arises from this demand. 
The main and ideological purpose of every science is based on the validity and nationality 
principles. Science, as well as modern civilization can properly fulfill its main duty of improving 
the lives of people, through remaining faithful to the truth, tirelessly trying to understand it. In 
Z. Mayilova’s conclusion these important problems are reflected in a detailed way. 
“Intelligent thinking is a stimulus for human life”. And significant properties of old ideas are 
chronological texts of life. Intelligent person plays an important role in regulation of this cognitive 
process. Z. Mayilova who won deep sympathy of people with her science, intellect and clear 
thinking, is one of our intellectuals that Allah values. Her scientific thinking is directed towards 
the importance of human life, is concentrated in human and society context. 
It is clear that, along with development of the process of human self-understanding, grandiosity 
contacts with science. Symptoms arising from this contact firstly give impression as a pragmatic 
picture of interrelation life. From here, we can come to such a conclusion that, relative simplicity 
in scientific structure of society is neither a mystical concept, nor a aggressive poetics. This is a 
visualized conclusion in cosmogonic myths. For understanding this scientific, philosophical 
comment, placing it to cognition, we always need the help of intellectuals such as Zarifa khanum. 
Written comments, different scientific thinking of Z. Mayilova who dedicated her productive life 
to growth of science, to light a flame of science and intelligence in the hearts of people, 
familiarized character lines of this Azerbaijani lady to wide audience. We think that, our wise 
people did not say it without a reason either: “The size of human personality is measured with 
the scale of the works that he/she has done”. 
The main way of achieving success in science engrafts in the scientist the principle of loving this 
field. Adherence to the profession promises sonority. Today this standard almost is the main unit 
of measurement in each field. For this reason, in scientific outlook of Z. Mayilova, complex 
manifestations of the philosophy of people arising from long centuries of observation and 
experience, the way out imagination from paradoxical situation to people is characterized clearly, 
scientific character and historical importance of her thoughts centralizes a number of periodic 
factors in itself. Besides, human and time concept in her scientific-vital creativity, her attitude 
towards life phenomenon is the syncretises of mass human feelings. The character of the 
scientific world of this of this wonderful person-intellectual, is the systematize which gives 
pleasure to a man, is a human address. 
Scientific conclusions of Z. Mayilova are very rich in form and content, ideologically progressive 
for all periods. Today her success and scientific achievements is highly valued as a result of hard 
work and research in all over the World – Ukraine, Dagestan, Darband, Moscow, Nalchik, the 
North Caucasus, in all the regions of Russia and even in America and European countries. Let’s 
admit that, Zarifa Mayilova, who dedicated her life to the promotion of science virtuous person. 
Of course, scientists are perfect carriers of sole life promised by God. 
Today books are written, songs are composed about Zarifa Mayilova. Surely, promotion is an 
important condition in the life criteria of people. The person upgrades only if he/she dedicates 
all of his/her activity to nation. Well, such person is Zafifa khanum. For these behaviors we 
applaud her heartily. 
President of the national charity fund “Dada Gorgud”, 
Editor-in-chief of “Azerbaijani World” magazine 
Eldar Ismayilov  
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EVERYONE WHO BENEFITS FROM 
HER BREATH IS HAPPY 

For the first time, I have heard about Mrs. Zarifa from my friend, and came to her knowing that 
she is the owner of the fireplace creating wonders. 
At first sight, as most of the visitors were the people who have healed from the illness and 
patients, I saw surprise in her sight. As she was saying: - “ you are not ill, why haven’t you come?”. 
As I noticed it, I begin to speak before Mrs.: 

- I have heard about you and decided to visit you. 
Zarifa khanum said with smiling face that come I will touch your back and she did it. 
At that moment, I felt that hot iron passed from my back. I saw the extraordinary talent of Zarifa 
khanum for the first time form her life-giving hands when she touched my back. 
From that day this fireplace is place of belief for me. Even when I was at fireplace, my respect 
and love for her grow in particularly prevalent way that I had somehow feeling like that I said if I 
asked God to be her close friend or dear brother. And my wish came true. So, we are in family 
friendship relation with Zarifa khanum . We have witnessed her miracles many times. All the 
friends, relatives near us apply to Zarifa khanum . It doesn’t matter telling how much is not 
enough about Zarifa khanum . 
One day, while I was talking with my friend living in fraternal Turkey about current mood I noticed 
he has a serious problem. Even his trembling voice informed that he has a grief. Gadir Engin said 
that he obliged to consult to the doctor as his head aches hurt him. After the examination he was 
told that he has a tumor in his head. After this the doctor informed that they need time in order 
to determine whether this tumor is sooner or later growing tumor. It was recommended that 
after 3 months he should again consult. 
At first moment, Zarifa khanum was a person about whom I could think. I told Gadir to come to 
Azerbaijan in a short time. And in this way, not so later, I meet him. First of all, I brought him to 
her. After examination, Zarifa khanum informed us that there is birthmark and this is not tumor. 
And she colligated the reasons of the headache with brain fatigue and overwork. 
We have witnessed of her thousands of miracles. God gave her extraordinary smile, sincerity, so 
that this doesn’t belong to every person. I want to say that while Zarifa khanum is smiling it seems 
that there is light in the room. And the surrounding persons burnish. I think that God have sent 
Zarifa khanum for every human being as an angel of healing. Everyone who benefits from her 
burnish, breath, words should feel himself/herself happy. God bless her forever! 
 
 
Rovshan Rzayev 
Chief of the department of territory of DADR service 
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R. RAMAZANOV: “I THINK THAT SHE DESERVES THE HIGHEST RANK” 
 

For the first time we met with Zarifa khanum by the help of my childhood friend. 
One day my friend told that he would go to the place of Sayyid, one of the successors of VII Imam 
Museyi Kazim. We came to the place of founders of the miracles. 
Though she has grown in the communism period, as every Muslim God love is always in her heart. 
We were waiting her coming at the waiting hall. At that moment, the door was opened and the 
room was filled with her burnish, hot sun glow warmed up us. While we were talking, her 
sincerity, kindness r took a place forever in our hearts. 
So in this way, I became the brother of Zarifa khanum, though it was not genetically, by seeing 
and witnessing her miracles that were told about as a legend. From that day I undertake the 
responsibility of being the brother of Zarifa khanum. 
I think that all the good names that exist in the world suits to Zarifa khanum. I said all of these by 
witnessing the miracles created by her hands, breath… 
She gains the respects of the people surrounding her with her sincerity, every person who knows 
Zarifa khanum bows over her humanity. Along with helping every person’s grief, and also she 
doesn’t grudge his advices. Everyone who knows her admires to her. 
I would like also to give some examples from the very high characteristics of Zarifa khanum. 
Everyone can trust her as an amazing person, as a sincere friend, as a trusted confidant. If you 
wish to share your grief with her, she is ready to listen to you and she is a sister who is ready to 
give you her valuable advice. She has a nice speech culture. Everyone who listens to her likened 
her to poet. She is indispensable and irreplaceable. 
Zarifa Mayilova is a person who stands at the highest level. 
Though XXI century is the century of high technology, but the technology that replaces the brain 
of the human being doesn’t exist. 
Zarifa khanum with her roentgen eyes shall appoint the diagnosis that couldn’t be determined 
by the technology of the XXI century. 
One day we visited Zarifa khanum with my friend. During our conversation, Khanum said: - Rafig, 
lets’ go to another room and I will examine you by roentgen. 
I went to the cabinet. After the doctor examined me, looking at me with her burnish eyes she 
said: 
-There is some problems in your heart, and you will feel them in near future. I know that your job 
is difficult and responsible, but she blamed me that I should take care of my health. So, said words 
by Zarifa khanum was approved in near future. Frequently there were some changes in my blood 
pressure; the problems in my heart did not give me any comfort. And the work to be done is so 
much. There is no time for allocation to the health. While I was at Turkey, I felt myself bad snd 
that’s why I consulted to Gulhane clinic, after examination the doctor said me the same things 
that were told by Zarifa khanum. And I said that this diagnosis have been appointed to me by 
Zarifa khanum. After listening attentively to me, he said: 
- Your healing is in the hands of the person who can appoint this diagnosis without any USM 
apparatus. You should consult to that woman. After returning back from Turkey I have received 
the treatment sessions of Zarifa khanum and thanks to God that now I am better. Her miracles, 
healing hands gave me health and recovery. Her roentgen eyes cannot be replaced. Though, God 
gives eyes to everyone in order to see this bright universe and everyone sees, everyone’s eyes 
are open but it depends on in which way people see different things. But let’s think. 
Can we see the things which Zarifa khanum sees ? 
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I would like to give an example form an ordinary flower. There is an exhibit on the table consisting 
of dried flowers. Even a simple shepherd has an opinion about this flower. 
“It has been dried form the flowers that grows in our mountains”. 
Poets and writers look at those flowers with quite different eyes, regretfully, with a heavy heart 
look its dried beauty and imagine its being in the desert, grassland, and slope. It is grief in their 
heart that drying of flowers that make people unconscious. When they look at the dried flowers, 
they shed tears imagining that mountains are deprived of such beauty. This example is an episode 
viewed by the eyes of poets, and writers who are lover of the nature. 
…….Painter…. and she creates an image from these flowers that have been dried from the point 
of view of creativity for their structure and design. 
And the sight or view of Zarifa khanum is different from any humanity and mankind. Each of us 
knows that her eyes are different from the other eyes that look at the dried flowers. We couldn’t 
imagine or see that she can see. Even people’s look to Zarifa khanum is different. Someone 
likened her as an angel come down from heaven. And others call her a powerful force even 
stronger than technology that haven’t heard about or seen. And other ones describe her as 
bestowal that God has given to mankind, and as servants protector or Messenger of god invisible 
in the history of Azerbaijan. The views of people are different, as I gave an example. 
And my wish is that the view of Zarifa khanum inside different views may forever protected by 
God. She deserves very highest titles. 
 
Rafig Ramazanov, 
Officer of the Ministry of Justice of 
the Republic of Azerbaijan 
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I AM UNABLE TO SPEAK IN FRONT OF HER 
 

When I was working at the hospital № 5located in Baku city, my relative has been brought for 
check up. They said that wherever we brought him there was nobody to give a hope. With all our 
surgeon colleagues we could not reach a resolute decision either. Intestinal obstruction of the 
patient exhausted and abated him very much. 
Zarifa khanum was in a visit to Germany. As she reached Baku, she made a Roentgen to the 
patient herself and gave me information. Don’t worry it is not a cancer, take him to the operation 
– she said. 
It was clear that, the conclusion that Zarifa khanum reached was right. Since 10 years has passed. 
Now Mr. Novruz feels himself very healthy. 
As a surgeon I am unable to speak in front of this ability of Zarifa khanum. 
Z. Tahmazoglu 
Candidate of medical sciences, surgeon 
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SHE HERSELF IS THE LIVE STORY 
 

And this was little information from way of life not similar to anybody, passed, and lived by one 
Azerbaijani woman. If written it will be a whole story. The life story is she, herself. Go, see, and 
read. 
We believe that, our souls will relax, hearts will find convenience. 
From the healing, love of dark eyes of Zarifa khanum, light will be sprinkled to your faces. 
Amina Gadimova, 
Candidate of pedagogical sciences 
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LIGHT OF HOPE 
 

I feel myself very good from the time I entered to Zarifa khanum’s centre. She completely 
squashed the crystals in my kidneys. This is an extraordinary miracle of Zarifa khanum that, I don’t 
take pills anymore. 
After the end of my treatment, I took my husband to Zarifa khanum also. She put the diagnosis 
of allergic bronchitis and treated him. He also found the healing from Zarifa khanum’s medicinal 
place. 
I wish Zarifa khnum strong health, long life, family happiness in life. 
Mathematics Physics Ph.D. 
Khatira Huseynov 
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THE REAL WONDER OF GOD 
 

Our great God has power over all things. That’s why every wonder that he created is the evidence 
of his greatness and being capable for everything… 
One of the wonders of God is extraordinary divine gift given to decent girl of Kalbajar region 
Zarifa khanum that, due to which she exactly determines the disease with her similar to Moon 
and treats in a very short period of time with the power that God gave her. 
Hundreds of people, as well as my wife Dinara khanum found healing of illness that the doctors 
couldn’t treat from Zarifa khanum’s “Treatment centre”. I am grateful to Zarifa khanum all my 
life and say that, My God, thanks to you that, you endowed one of the greatest wonders to 
Azerbaijani nation on behalf of Zarifa khanum. My God, protect Zarifa khanum, don’t consider 
her much to our nation… Amen!” 
 
Doctor of technical sciences, 
professor R. Alibayli 
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MEDICINAL WOMAN 
 

This person, known as “X-ray woman” in many countries of the World (Turkey, Germany, Iran, 
Russia, The Netherlands and so on.) is Zarifa khanum Mayilova. Zarifa khanum, who with her 
surprising ability, surprises not only ordinary people, but also famous experts of world in medical 
field sees all the details of the normal and abnormal positions of internal organism of the person 
with her light healing eyes without any tool, and illustrates it in the form of medical interrelation. 
After the treatment we took my husband to Ultrasonic inspection apparatus whose left kidney 
was ill. The information that the apparatus gave to us shocked us: “kidney purifies”. With the 
instruction of professors, images of ill kidney were taken immediately with the apparatus of that 
institute. Although the number of the hospitals that we applied for were many, the opinions of 
urologists were the same: “Left kidney must be gashed!”. Because if left kidney which completely 
lost its function wouldn’t be gashed, it could damage the right one. 
Anyway, in one of the nights when I had poignant ideas, I asked a wonder from my God who has 
created me, gave life to me, helped me, heard my prayers in my difficult times to get rid of my 
hard situation. Might and majesty owner surprised me with his wonder just on morning of that 
night. 
Early morning, my brother, Mr. Sadaddin brought an article of Professor Farida Mammadova. It 
was spoken about miraculous cure of gall bladder and kidney stones by X-ray woman Zarifa 
khanum, in the article. But I had no information about X-ray woman. Immediately, I called Farida 
khanum with whom I had warm, human relations, and via her we referred to that khanum. 
Within only 3 minutes, without any technical equipment, in a dark room, Zarifa khanum looked 
at our patient with her life-giving eyes illuminated with light and said that kidney didn’t lose its 
function at all, there is no need of operation and moreover, the right kidney that doctor-
urologists considered wholesome is ill. At the same time, taking the treatment of both kidneys 
on her responsibility miraculous woman Zarifa khanum said the idea of “There is no ground for 
anxiety. Everything will end well!” with exact confidence. 
Miraculous treatment of Zarifa khanum has passed surprisingly successful. Thus, after three 
session treatment was accepted by our patient, we applied to “Ultrasonic inspection” apparatus 
again. In this case, we were the witnesses of the miracle: the kidney that lost its function, had 
already recovered. 
Extraordinary activity of chaste, gentle Zarifa khanum, whose great ancestor is related to the 
seventh imam grand Museyi Kazim, has caused widespread interest and attention of medical 
community. Her activity has been highly appreciated by the Ministry of Health and other 
organizations, she was awarded with several honorary degrees and diplomas. 
I want to give information to the readers about the last success of Zarifa khanum in Moscow with 
pleasure. Zarifa khanum Mayilova was awarded with scientific degree diploma “Alternative 
Medical Bachelor” meeting the demands of all medical specialties by University Council of JUNA 
International Academy of Sciences and University Director Council recognized by the World 
University under UN, on April of 2011. Recipients of this diploma till today, are only who have 
worked just in one field of the medicine. But for the time, Zarifa khanum was awarded with 
“Alternative Medical Bachelor” diploma with all specialty rights and privileges. 
Zarifa khanum is a miracle owner giving healing to people with the help of divine power, without 
referring to any drugs. Every patient suffering from all type of diseases, even who is craving for a 
child can find the healing by referring to the centre of Zarifa khanum. 
Osman Afandi, 
Philosopher 
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THERE IS A PLACE IN OUR HEARTS FOR YOU FOREVER. 
 

The tongue is unable to speak and the pen is unable to write about distinguished, friendly, dear 
Zarifa khanum. I am 53, I have a family, children and a “disease wreath”. I have never believed in 
miracles. Node, arising in my left breast, grew into tumors as a result of painful treatments by 
doctors and faced me with the surgical operation. During 1981-1998 years, I fed up my life and 
different treatments. 
As a result of a pleasant accident, I heard about Zarifa khanum and friendly speaking, I didn’t 
believe what I heard. But I made a decision seeing several people healthy which sometimes were 
in the case of fatal disease. I went for the reception of Zarifa khanum on August of 1998 year. 
In spite of the veil on her face from the first second she invited me, her unusual, pleasant breath 
hit me. My fear disappeared. Zarifa khanum explained my diagnosis to me in a scientific language 
with all details. At that moment my belief towards her wisdom increased. 
Zarifa khanum promised to cure me and she did it. She wiped off the tumour growing in my breast 
17 years, hurting me within three days. 
Then, healing my myoma, liver, and gall bladder Zarifa khanum gave me to life, to my family, to 
my children again. 
Zarifa khanum, you are the messenger given by God to us in order to fulfil the mission of healing, 
rescuing. 
You are an invaluable wealth of Azerbaijani people and we must save, cherish this wealth, pursue 
from strange views, alien words and know its value. I feel myself happy because I live at the same 
period, in the same country with you. 
There is your constant, untiring, eternal place in one part of the heart of each member of my 
family and myself, every person speaking to you. 
 
Sultanova Nigar Ahmad, 
Head of the department of Geophysical 
Scientific-Research Institute of 
Azerbaijan, geophysics. 
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I HAVE JOINED TO MY YEARNING 
 

This yearning was longing for children which besetting our family for many years. The 
ineffectiveness of medical treatment had spiritually killed me. Not refusing the treatment I 
snuggled to hover of my heart. At that time I read the writing about Zarifa khanum published in 
the newspaper and met her. My last place of hope and consolation was this place, this beautiful 
person. 
Only after 3 times of treatment I felt changes in myself. I was pregnant, I visited her every month. 
The child was born, it was a boy. I must mention that, he is an extraordinary beautiful child, as if 
he was created from the halo. To express the joy of our family is impossible. Currently he is 4 
months old, healthy and briskly. 
Our family consist of intellectuals – doctors, lawyers, teachers, engineers. As an intellectual 
person, I ask every clearly and accurately thinking person for preservation of phenomenal Zarifa 
khanum, promotion of her non-conventional power. She is the wealth of our nation and people. 
I beg from God, your divine breath, healing hands, bright eyes to be endless and eternal. 
 
Samira Samadova, biologist, 
Baku city 
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UNDENIABLE REALITY 
 

I have had three serious operations. I had to be operated for the fourth time without delay. While 
tumbling between death and life, our operator Vafa Abbasova suggested me to go to Zarifa 
khanum. On the same day we went to the reception. Woman with a veil on her face examined 
me in a dark room and I was very surprised when she repeated the same diagnosis appointed by 
Ultrasonic inspection apparatus. My eyes met her eyes and I realized that her difference from 
other people is huge, Zarifa khanum is a magic world! In order to express my ideas for her, as if I 
want to make a complaint about the helplessness of words… 
The entire nation has benefit from her healing address. One of them is me, I had a share from 
her healing, she saved me from the fourth operation without any drug. 
 
Latifa Tagiyeva, 
Chief of the department of 
State Television and Radio 
Broadcasting Company 
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NECESSARY CONDITIONS MUST BE CREATED FOR ZARIFA KHANUM 
 

For many years I suffered from kidney disease. Treatment courses didn’t give a result. At last, 
worst of all was that, there was salt intake in my kidneys. 
My situation was getting worse gradually. My hope towards the recovery was endangered. 
At last, I decided to appeal to Zarifa khanum. In fact, I didn’t imagine her having such a great 
talent and healing me in a short period of time. Only after three sessions my lost health was 
restored. I completely recovered. The results of the analysis that I gave was positive. 
It is strange that, in return for marvelous capacity of this woman, no conditions were created for 
her. 
But why? Why not to create necessary condition for the woman coming from the inside of our 
nation, introducing it to the World? 
I wish that, Allah gives health to this benevolent woman giving health to people! 
 
Ogtay Ismayilov, 
Chief of the department at 
Azerbaijan. Scientific Research 
Institute of Plant Protection 
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I ADMIRED THE WONDER THAT I SAW 
 

My close relative Mr. Surkhay's left arm was paralysis unexpectedly. Well-known cardiologists 
and neuropathologists took all kind of analysis and neither of them have affected. 
By chance I heard about Zarifa khanum and told to Surkhay about her, he said the he was 
uncertain. 
I meet Zarifa khanum and asked her for going with me to Mrs. Surkhay's house. It was impossible 
to move the patient. She accepted my request and went to my relative’s house. When she 
entered the room she said that this patient didn't believe me... But with God's help I'll move it 
at15 minutes. Veil on face she took roentgen and touched the paralysis arm. She has risen and 
watched her hand and said it didn’t dreadful disease God wiling everything will be good in 15 
minutes. When I was taking Zarifa khanum to her house she smiled and said Mrs. Surkhay's arm 
has already moved. To tell the truth I doubted. I take her to the house and returned back and 
admired with the wonder that I saw, everyone was glad and laughing, his arm was moving as it 
wasn't paralysis . Isn't possible to believe this wonder? God bless her for our people! 
Zarniyar Abdullayeva 
The judge of the court at Nizami 
district 
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WOMAN LEANING TO DIVINE LIGHT 
 

Supreme Being has created all the Adam’s child equally and never distinguished anybody. Adam’s 
sons formed as a person according to his mind and imagination. Sometimes Adam’s son has 
divine being to the special share in forming the society as origin personality. This share hadn’t 
been divided between everyone equally, this share fall whom less whom much. Only one thing is 
quite clear that, this generous of Divine finds its appearance in the society very really. Only from 
this reason as known owner of innate talent is seen as such human fortuitously. 
Zarifa Mayilova is known as Rontgen women in some countries of the world, she is the owner of 
extra ordinary talent. She is pretty as her name and kind tempered, this woman has admired 
well-known expert who are engaged in medicine. Her roentgen radiant eyes, curious hand are 
also real wonder. Human conscious is not still have such ability to perceive this. 
I'm as a mother who has benefit from this Devine power should express her deep and frankly 
thanks. 
I believe that endowing happiness to a lot of families Zarifa khanum has been rewarded high level 
of 8th step of paradise. 
Rasmiyya Gahramanova 
Zangilan district chairman of court 
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ZARIFA KHANUM 
I couldn’t bare blood pressure and heart ache. I have accepted treatment for a long time. Pleasant 
chance made us meet with each other. After your first examination I felt changes in my health 
every moment. Each charity that you made with the name of the God gets its place in front of 
the God. 
Zarifa khanum, wishing long life and good health to you, I would like to say that may God help 
you in your way. 
My greatest dream is that all suitable facilities to be established in state level for you. 
I never will forget your kind, humane treatment, and your spirited and curious hands. 

Person living comfortable with her healing 
Mahammadli Afandiyev 

The chairman of Agrarian industrial Bank 
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DIVINE POWERED LADY 
Honorary educated of XXI centuries, Zarifa khanum is physician that has ability of seeing inside 
organs, savior of our people, well-wisher person, disinterested serving to her people, mirror of 
medical sciences, roentgenologist, wonder of invisible disease, giving healing to the people with 
her curious hand and with the Divine help, inspired the people with her breath and golden hands. 
She enlarged her well-wished act gave people to the life, treated them night and day, without 
tired. 
Zarifa khanum has large imagination, high intellectual level, regular mentality, culture of speech 
and fascinating medical knowledge. And from this point of view, the invalids of Karabakh have 
not been forgotten, Zarifa khanum always helps them with great carefully and cures them . 
I wish your happy days, pleasant words, healthy hands! Might of Divine helps to you, deny your 
help to people too! 

Chairman of community martyrs and 
invalids of Karabakh, Zulfugarov Arif 
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RE-LIGHTED OUR DAMPING LAMP 
My happiest day was when I met Zarifa khanum. Doctors had to operate tumor in my viscera. I 
met Zarifa khanum. After treatment she told about all my disease. My chance of living was very 
little. After God’s talented servant Zarifa khanum’s cure my tumor was winnowed. I had never 
met such mystery. She returned me back to life. Her nobility, pride, culture admired me. 
If I were a poet I would write poems for her, if I were a singer I would sing only for her, I would 
spread her bright eyes, healing hands, honey word s far and wide. 
But with this writing I want to clarify my soul. 
You are the most believed, bright servant of God. You are life-saver for our people. God bless you 
for us. I kneel, bow in front of you and kiss your hands for the love that you presented for our 
family. You re-lighted our lamp. God always keep your light ever burning. 
With great respect 
 
Saida Musayeva, economist 
Baku city, Karabakh street, quarter34 
apartment.27 
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HONOR PIECE OF OUR PEOPLE 
 
All beautiful words that I’ll put down are the feelings of my heart. It’s possible to write pleasant 
words at the same time all beautiful lines about Zarifa khanum. I owe to Zarifa khanum all my 
life. May be you have a question, why?? 
For healing me. When I met Zarifa khanum for the first time I witnessed vividity of her wondrous 
roentgen eyes. 
For some time, I noticed round tumor on my left breast. It had severe pains, serious gripes. I had 
to consult to the doctor. I was diagnosed with “Cancer”. I was advised to take away my breast. 
Besides I had to address to different doctors. All ideas were the same. At this time I despaired 
and phoned to my sister-in-law Gulnara Ismayilova who lives in Moscow. I wanted the address of 
Zarifa khanum from her and she received me in a short time. During the treatment it was revealed 
that the diagnosis of doctors was wrong, it was not malignant tumor. Zarifa khanum cured me 
using the power that God gave her. After some time there were sharp pains in my pancreas and 
stomach. Again I addressed to the doctor. 
Such a question appears, why did I address to the doctors again after Zarifa khanum’s treatment? 
Because, at the beginning of XXI century, in the rapid development period of technology, I visited 
to hospital again in order to prove it for myself, may be others that diagnosis of majority doctors 
are false. After analysis, they diagnosed tumour at my pancreas. 
I had to address to Zarifa Mayilova again who makes mysteries. After Roentgen the answer that 
I heard didn’t surprise me. Diagnosis of the doctors was not correct. Curative hands of Zarifa 
khanum again saved me from this trouble. 
Creator of miracles, owner of healing hands was given to us as a present by God. 
She is honor tableau of Azerbaijani people. Each of us being as Azerbaijani should be proud of 
her existence and cherish her as the apple of eye. 
Ali Talibov, Cooperator of “AFFA” 
Football federation 
The Book of Miracles of Zarifa khanumWorked 
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Wonder For Me 
I worked in the medical field till 1987-1991. I heard about Zarifa khanum, but didn’t accept 
people’s recovery by the help of breath, hand in the period of Health and technological 
development. Though, from the conversations of patients, people I heard that Zarifa khanum 
made miracles. One day my relative introduced me the book “Miracles of Zarifa” written about 
Zarifa khanum. At that time I was suffering from gastric pains. After reading the book I decided 
that I’ll surely go to Zarifa khanum and one day in the morning I went to her address. As everyone, 
I stood in a queue, got into reception of Zarifa khanum. At first, she made roentgen on me in the 
dark room. She revealed abnormal way of gall gliding, concretion in the bile and fine sand. 
She appointed three-days of course treatment. It was the second day of the treatment. There 
were again prepared national tasty meals of Azerbaijan on the dining table. Looking at the meals 
I was thinking how not to eat,I tasted the dishes though I knew that I’ll suffer after eating. Usually 
after eating the problems began in my stomach, I waited for some time but didn’t notice any 
pain, as if I have never had such a problem. After a few days my treatment finished. Since that I 
said goodbye to that anxiety. 
Though I am a doctor, my family, relatives, friends address to Zarifa khanum’s holy place when 
they suffer from disease. 
 
“AZERSUN” Trade and Distribution, 
Shirvan,Hajigabul distributor, 
Elshan Sabir oglu Abbasli 
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BISMILLAHIR RAHMANIR RAHIM 
There were sharp pains in gastro-intestinal system. Doctors said about the importance of 
operation. While examining me she revealed that there was redness and small ulcers in my 
extensive intestine and treated me two days with authorization that God gave her. Pains stopped. 
Then, while treating me she informed that 80% of disease had stopped. Since then untill now I 
am under the influence of this miracle created by God. 
Periodically, I visit Zarifa khanum and she examines me. Every time when I come to the reception 
room I feel great carefulness and Mohammedanism. 
May God give long life and good health to her. 
 
 
Veteran of war, lieutenant-colonel 
Elbrus Ismayilov, 
Baku city, Bakikhanov settlement 
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TREATMENT LASTED FOR 28 MINUTES 
I would note that Zarifa khanum with her miracle is irreplaceable savior in actual economical 
condition who has been given by God for saving Azerbaijani people. 
After addressing to different doctors for their or children’s recovering and seeing that there is no 
any result, many patients address to Zarifa khanum for different diseases. Zarifa khanum with 
her miracle heals people in a short time who consults to her. I say this not from what is being 
said or writings, but believing again in the undeniability of her miracle after seeing with my eyes: 
“It’s really a miracle!” 
Zarifa khanum is very reticent, clever, rustic, humanitarian and Azerbaijani lady who loves people. 
While contacting with her you feel her crush towards people. I feel sorry that such owner of God 
is not supplied with enough condition. Is it impossible to help thoroughly to such a needful person 
who benefits her people, native land, to use her available ability and guarantee? I believe that 
sooner or later the truth will find its way! 
I confess that until meeting with Zarifa khanum I have absolutely not believed to such events. 
After meeting her and seeing the positive results of treatment I was amazed. 
I will not speak about my treatment and its effect. 
 
According to my considerations I want to note that there were people from different ages in the 
reception of Zarifa khanum. I want to give my short notes about the children at the age of 3-4 
whose treatment is possible in foreign country according to doctors’ advice. 
Child named Orkhan couldn’t push his feet to the place. After Zarifa khanum’s treatment he walks 
freely. 
Containing with the illness in the thigh-bone of patient named Lala Rasulzade her feet changed 
position and turned to different direction. 
 
After treatment she walks freely. Both of their treatmet process I have seen with my eyes. 
Children didn’t make a noise, on the contrary they showed love towards Zarifa khanum. In a short 
time Orkhan could walk freely. 
Treatment lasted for 28 minutes. 
She restored Lala’s health treating her for 3 months. There are a lot of such events and it is real 
miracle. 
Scientist, people of simple profession visit Zarifa khanumand they see her healing power with 
their eyes. Everyone is equal for Zarifa khanum. Rich and poor. Recovery of patient is the greatest 
earning for her. 
As thousands of recovered patients I am also grateful to Zarifa khanum. I can’t find any word 
instead of health that she gave me. God bless Zarifa khanumfor Azerbaijani people. 
 
 
Ahmadova Valida Ahmad, 
Chief deputy of Head Economics Department 
of Ministry of Health 
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MIRACLE GIVEN BY GOD 
There are such servants of God who were given to serve his servants on the earth and gave them 
extraordinary power. Zarifa khanum is also one of them. 
The miracle of Zarifa khanum which God gave her, explanation of her radiant eyes is the 
inexplicable secret of talent that she got in the dream for a long time. 
There was a stone in my gall-bladder, crystallization in my kidneys. After several seances I was 
made roentgen at the hospital of Ministry of Defense. 22 –mm stone in my gall turned into 16-
mm . After some seances the stones completely melted and disappeared. My kidneys and livers 
also got better. Doctor didn’t believe. It’s miracle, he said. 
 
A.Abishov, Police major. 
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UNDENIABLE FACT IN THE MEDICINE 
My acquaintance with Zarifa khanum is related to the treatment of my parents from serious 
diseases. Then my interest in her talent, capability and ability of seeing has grown. Our respect 
to each other led to kinship that is higher from relationship. Though I'm obstetrician-
gynecologists, her miracles, healing in her hands, while I was observing her extra ordinary breath, 
my belief for her increased day by day. 
As she has strength which isn't clear to the medicine, Zarifa Mayilova Yagub admires not only 
ordinary people, but also the people who work in the medical field. When the medical technique 
was weaker in the determination of diagnosis, Zarifa khanum has observed with her extra 
ordinary eyes and she told diagnose of course as master attracting all the attention to herself. 
Budagova Aygun 
Nasimi district woman Consulting 
room of the 6th head physician 
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I'M WITNESS OF THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE HEALED 
I've been working in medical field since 1978. I have seen all type of diseases. I never believed 
that other fields except medical science can cure people. 
It is no coincidence that I hesitated for myself in order to trust in such thing for a long time. 
I was in a bad situation because I had promised to my sister. Even if I have decided to put end to 
all hesitations and not to go there. 
But suddenly regardless of me, in the morning I get up and visited Zarifa khanum. When I entered 
I met pithy and pleasant expression in her eyes behind veil. With kindly voice she asked me that 
what's your complaint? I said - I have complaint from my heart. 
She switched off the light. I came face to face with wonder for a moment. Zarifa khanum said 
that I had micro heart attack and your treatment had not completed and you still had heart ache. 
When Zarifa khanum said you had strong crystallization on your back of kidney, to tell the truth 
I admired so much. 
Really I suffered from the serious ache in my head and neck area when I had micro heart attack 
one month ago. 
Zarifa khanum prescribed three session treatment for me. I went for the treatment on time. All 
my ache and anxiety disappeared. Whereas until treatment I was using 5-6 heart drugs during 
the day. 
It passed two months from that day. I felt myself very healthy and normal. I am obliged to Zarifa 
khanum all my life for given health to me. I am witness of healing with wonder and I am heartily 
thankful every time when I went there. 
Farhad Gulmammadov, 
Doctor 
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WHO DOESN’T BELIEVE HER IS GODLESS 
I’m a chemist; I have been working as a director of pharmacy for many years. There are medicines 
nearby me. None of them has benefit to me. I have incurable wound on my heel for many years. 
I traveled cities, used a lot of mineral waters, drugs but all of them were useless. I heard about 
Zarifa khanum the recent days. I came to her. I have received two sessions. I don’t believe in my 
eyes, the wound has already crusted over, recovered. By God it was wonder. Who doesn’t believe 
Zarifa khanum is Godless. 
Nariman Ibrahimov 
Pharmacist, Ganja city 
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TO PROTECT HER IS THE DUTY OF EVERY ONE. 
…. I am a doctor. Though I help so many people, but I couldn’t cure my grief. For many years I 
have suffered inflammation of the gall bladder and vascular expansion on the calf. At last, I have 
found the vent of my grief from the mysterious and magic hands. 
I am grateful for her forever. It is every one’s duty to protect her. 
Nazila Asgarova, 
Doctor 
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SHE IS RARE GODSEND OF OUR NATION. 
For three years that I teach at chemistry department at Azerbaijan State Medical University 
named after N.Narimanov. I have heard for many times about healing power of Zarifa khanum 
from my friends and relatives. They consider this extraordinary power as divine force. 
I couldn’t ever imagine that Zarifa khanum about whom I have heard so much has such ability. 
During the communism there was different attitude to such things. It was ideologically prohibited 
to approach to something from the religion point of view. It is too good that our nation has 
removed this cover from their hearts and now they have freedom and free thought, free activity. 
It is a grief for me that in the difficult conditions Zarifa khanum who serves to her nation with 
high quality accepts her patients. 
With the advice of my friends I have consulted to Zarifa khanum. After only two treatment I 
astonished when I saw that all my aches has been eliminated. And now my hope for Zarifa 
khanum has increased one by five. I have admired her healing ability. I hope that, my past 
students who are holders of important powers will interested in Zarifa khanum, and they will do 
their best for her activity. Zarifa khanum is rare godsend of our nation. 
Aziz Mammadov, 
Docent of Azerbaijan State Medical University 
named after N.Narimanov 
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HOW NOT TO ADMIRE THIS DIVINE FORCE 
I have suffered from intensive stomach ache. 
All the treatments that I have received has no any effect, these aches make my heart to worry, 
all of these things cause me to become a pessimist. On 24 March, the result of gastroscopy was 
gastric ulcer and stenosis. The doctors decided to implement urgent operation within 7 days. 
These intensive changes that take place at my 57th age, and intensive stomach aches and doctor’s 
last conclusion made me to think deeply. I cannot agree to make me operation. 
Her ability of seeing amazed me for the first time when we met. I had no any doubt about her 
after she said the exact diagnosis, about the apparatus put on my stomach and about making 
operation. 
I admired the high sensitivity and ability of discernment that belong to her. Only three times 
treatment that were intended for me I felt myself better. All my aches were removed, and I stop 
keeping diet. But with the advice of Zarifa khanum after 15 days I received a new séance. 
It is a year and half that I don’t’ feel any ache. 
I eat any food that I want. I am grateful to Zarifa khanum for that she has cured me from this 
grief. 
My wife Ms. Mafkura is also grateful to Zarifa khanum for the healing that received from her eyes 
and mighty deeds. 
She is holy mankind who has saved our life from disease. God created a savior for our nation on 
her face. Unfortunately, there has not been established normal condition for Zarifa khanum. 
I would like to note that Zarifa khanum is not extrasensory as all people think. 
Extrasensory creates biological distance from certain distance, and treats people, and Zarifa 
khanum treats people by touching. 
Internal vision rays in her eyes (what else name can be given?) and power in her hands is a 
manifestation of divine power. From this divine power we express our gratitude for Zarifa 
khanum for her great help for our family because she gave health to us, and we wish long life to 
her. 
 
Yashar huseynov, 
Docent of Azerbaijan state economic institute 
Mafkura huseynova, 
Docent of Azerbaijan state medical university 
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AZERBAIJANI NATION NEEDS SUCH PHYSICIAN 
Azerbaijan is known with its healing physicians and scientists from the ancient times. Zarifa 
khanum was one of these physicians who are known with her high ability of seeing. As a medical 
sight only the modern technology and doctor can diagnose the disease. It wasn’t accidental that 
Zarifa khanum could see the salt and stone in kidney, the wound in gastro intestinal part of 
alimentary system and in generally other lack of viscera with accuracy and she could treat it in a 
very short term. 
I addressed to Zarifa khanum after feeling severe pain on my abdominal cavity. After her exact 
diagnose she treated me. I feel myself very healthy and cheerful now. I thank to Zarifa khanum 
for my health. And ones for that she helps to our nation uninterestedly today’s economic asperity 
S.Isgandarov, 
executive of N.Narimanov 
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WE ADMIRE YOUR WONDER ZARIFA KHANUM 
My son Rashad is our sole hope. When we felt wen from him we were very upset. We went to 
the doctor. The wen grew day by day it was in a handful size. My close friends, our family friends 
were the consociating to our grief but it didn’t give an effect. We had to address to Zarifa khanum. 
She hid herself at the moment of we saw her. As well as she was cheerful kind woman she had a 
charming power. 
Maybe it seemed to us so? Her eyes which were coloured to the Divine light of wisdom her cured 
hands sweet word liniment to Rashad. The visible wen was disappeared after three sessions. My 
wife and I admired her wonder. Except us there were hundreds of people that addressed her. As 
if, Zarifa khanum’s door was holy healing door. When they entered, they were in sorrow and 
innocence they exited with hope, happiness. The person is happy who refuges thousand of 
people. The only thing that we couldn’t understand was that, there was sorrow, strange mystery 
and offense in her eyes. Contrast of warmness with seriousness connected in Zarifa khanum. We 
were obliged to falling the part from the Divine mercy beautiful person Zarifa khanum. We beg 
to the God for a long life and good healthy to her. 
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MAY ALLAH DON’T CONSIDER ZARIFA KHANUM MUCH FOR US 
… While examining doctors said that I have cancer. When I was remembering my little children 
longing tears burned my face… I waited my end, gave way to despair. Who said “Necessity arises 
from chance” is right. Great Allah opened a door for me in my desperate moment, made me meet 
with Zarifa khanum - the angel of healing, recognized with her wonders in the World. She 
examined and treated me. After 10 days, with the consent of Zarifa khanum, the same doctors 
examined me with Ultrasonic inspection apparatus at Sumgait city maternity house №2. Result 
– miracle! 2 doctors were talking to each-others: These fibromatous, fibromatous nodes were 
not here? –saying this they looked at each-other with a surprise. How can bleeding stop, uterus 
become normal?! How can it be? I spoke about Zarifa khanum, her healing hands, about my 
acquaintance with her. Thanks for your gift, God! I kiss your hands Mashadi Zarifa khanum! I am 
kneeling in front of you! My God, bless this woman for us! 
Shamsivari Indira, 
Sumgait city, 
Engineer-economist 
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THE DOOR OPENED TO THE PATH OF SALVATION 
As one of the thousands of people losing hope and addressing to this woman as a last hope place, 
I also had to refer to Zarifa khanum with divine gift. In connection with my disease, I passed 
through Ultrasonic inspection apparatus in “Funda” medical centre. Ultrasonic inspection 
apparatus fount knot in my abdominal cavity. They considered it as “echinococcus” and noted 
that it will be treated only by operation. I applied to the Republican Diagnosis Centre for checking 
the diagnosis accurately again. After Computed tomography scan doctors had trouble in showing 
this knot in intestines. 
Despite the worsening of my situation, opinions of doctors prevented me from surgical 
intervention. 
I am unable to express my thoughts with words in the day of my coming to the reception of Zarifa 
khanum. Examining the disease in a dark room within 30-40 seconds that modern diagnostics 
apparatus couldn’t appoint during a year, Zarifa khanum identified it as a tumor in the layer 
between intestines and noted that I have been diagnosed in a wrong way. 
You believe this woman to be only alive wonder of God distinguished with eyesight seeing inner 
with her bright eyes, surprising a person by giving logical explanations of physiological processes 
in the organism, profoundly knowing all the subtleties of medical science. 
Zarifa khanum is the most valuable wealth given to people by Great God, who is solution to grieve 
with her healing hands, luminous eyes, saviour of people seeking help with their eyes, with 
grieves in their hearts, losing their dope every day. 
The woman able to do the thing that a Diagnostic Centre couldn’t have done, with generous heart 
regrets by knowing the grieves of the patients as hers and treats them with healing hands and 
luminous eyes. 
As the value of Zarifa khanum is given by God, who is a distinguished creature of God and we - 
people have to estimate her! 
In the prosperous period of my life, in the moment that all my hopes died for life, she lit this hope 
again. I express my boundless gratitude to thaumaturgy Zarifa khanum whose heart is full of 
compassion. 
May God extend healing to the healing of your hands, and luminance to the luminance of your 
eyes. 
With boundless gratitude feelings: 
Samaddin Suleymanov, 
Engineer-technologist 
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TIME WILL COME AND SHE WILL BE KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD 
It can be spoken, written about Zarifa khanum how much you want, who treats people with the 
authorization of God. 
It was several years that, chill and sands in my gall bladder worried me. Every year from the 
beginning of September up to May I was living with injections and drugs. 
At nights, while I was sleeping strong pains woke me from my sleep and took all my peace from 
me. One of my close girlfriend advised me that, meet Zarifa khanum. Following the advice, I went 
to the reception of Zarifa khanum with her. A lot of patients were waiting for their turn standing 
at the corridor. The was silence everywhere. 
Zarifa khanum invited me inwards and made me “roentgen” in the darkness. Then switching the 
light she told me the diagnosis. Saying the diagnosis very precisely astonished me very much. 
After the first session I felt all my pains stopping. After 3 sessions I felt myself completely healthy. 
5 months have passed already. Still, I haven’t had a pain in my gall bladder even once. I am sure 
that, with the help of God, with the healing of hand of Zarifa khanum and with her holy breath I 
will never have a pain. Her purity, eye-heart satiety, disinterested services have admired me. 
I believe that, there will be a day that, Zarifa khanum will be known not only in our Republic, but 
also all over the world. I express my gratitude to “Miracle of God” Zarifa khanum, wish her good 
health and strength to her hands from God. 
Zarifa Mammadaliyeva, 
Assistant professor of Azerbaijan 
State Medical University 
named after N.Narimanov, 
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PERSON LIVING IN LIVES 
Great God giving a gift of his power to his creatures from his magic and created them mysterious, 
enigmatic, and appointed them inaccessible, marvellous abilities, he adorned their ruse with 
kindness, gave their lives beauty. Oh my God, I wonder who benefited from these human 
feelings, how many share were given to whom? … Powerful God of all strong and mighty ones, 
what a great and precious endowment he sent to our rough-contradictory world creating a pure 
creation as Zarifa khanum and made her like face of goodness. .. 
Zarifa khanum!!! Her existence was made form integrity, high purity, generosity and 
perseverance, honour and dignity, reflecting devote and love for God in herself, is this Unique 
person not unprecedented wealth that God gave us? 
Shouldn’t we be proud that she belongs to our nation? Questions….. questions.. 
Tal as cypress, this marvellous, nice, merry, high physique, beautiful, elegant, noble, she has 
taken the light in her eyes from high mountains with satin wooded, form mirror springs, the fire 
in her breath form parent’s holy place, love in her hearth from the earth, her graceful walking 
from the beautiful women that Dada –Shamshid had glorified. 
For many years, the miracles of Zarifa khanum amaze me. 
Just only a lot of people from our family, form our generation were healed by her. For a long 
time, though I have consulted to a lot of scientists in Moscow, Leningrad, and Kirov cities 
(stenocardia ) for many times, because I have suffered from heart attac, but I have found healing 
in Zarifa khanum. 
In 2000 my sister suffered from diabetes and in 2001 my son suffered from tumor, but her healing 
hands saved my son from operational surgery and removed the tumor by curing him. We are 
grateful to Zarifa khanum all our family together. 
Son of man recognizes seven miracles on Earth, and I would say that Zarifa khanum is the eighth 
miracle that her mystery couldn’t be opened by anyone. With the help of Great God she saves 
patients form the death, she doesn’t allow their lives to be stopped in the half, she is doing the 
works that cannot be done by steel injections, pain pills, sharp scalpels with the dispensation of 
God, with eye light, breath heat and the warmth of her hands. This is….. the miracle of Zarifa 
khanum…. Her power… I have come to the conclusion that Zarifa khanum is phenomenon – 
scientist, and she is scientist of scientists. She has done so great discoveries, and she deserves to 
sit on the same row with scientists. 
This unique human is a great personality, she can be compared with poets and composers. She 
makes hopeless persons to be close to the life with her mysterious voice, and her words full of 
hope. As if she copies all things that she sees through the eyes of an artist to a white paper that 
it impossible not to be amazed. 
This noble, careful person doesn’t forget to touch both old ones and both little ones. 
While thinking about Zarifa khanum, as if the heart of the person couldn’t stand in its place, the 
words are not enough to describe this miracle, you want to make a noise in the world in order to 
express this miracle. Stop time, how surprisingly you move your horse. Could you value the 
person that will preserve you in history? Dou you keep her in the peak that she deserves? 
Years, seasons will pass. … the women who have consulted to Zarifa khanum with the longing for 
children “will call their daughter with her name, Zarifa khanum, the baby girls will be coy brides, 
and they will tell to their children about Zarifa khanum…..and so, a tale about Zarifa khanum will 
be formed. And this tale will grow longer day by day, and it will be learned by heart, and she will 
be the place of honor. …. 
She deserves to be among the holy ones that Great God have sent on Earth, her sincerity, honor, 
respect, sharp mind, large world outlook, innate talent and her heart filled with mercy preserves 
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people in life, giving power to hearts, knees, giving light stream to eyes, she is cautious, valuable 
and delicate fragrant flowers, Zarifa khanum! 
It does not matter how much good and kind words I say, but yet they are not enough. After 
reading about you I visited you. And that’s why I am grateful to Great God, every day I pray. Your 
Mother that gave birth to you (God have mercy on her) is a person who has done the most good 
things, and her place is paradise. 
I wish from Great God that may God preserve you forever as a benevolent angel, may god gave 
you family happiness, and joy of children! 
As years passed, may your power be increased, as the place of seek, hope of our nation is you. 
May your fire burn more stronger! 
God bless you! 
With deep respect and esteem, one of the lovers of Zarifa that adore you. 
Latifa Suleymanova 
Head teacher of BSU 
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GIFT OF GREAT GOD 
Who am I? One of the thousands who have healed from the holy place of Zarifa khanum. First 
time when I met that woman, at that time I remembered one line of poem: “You were created 
from light, your seeing is light”. 
There were ladies, mothers that have trace in history of Muslim east. And each woman has her 
own place and role in the history. I am proud each time when I see Zarifa khanum that I have get 
acquainted with this lady that have the power of Fatimeyi-Zahra. And I have share form such 
power of light. This angel that doesn’t grudge her power from any person and creature was also 
my doctor, physician. 
The most famous clinics of the world have certified that this tall, sweet-speaking woman can cure 
several diseases without any drug. I wonder what is this? Her innate talent, God’s gift, everyone 
accepts her as a person that don’t have any analogues in the world. Son of man that was amazed 
with seven miracles of world now surprises with the miracle of Zarifa khanum. 
In the far Germany Zarifa khanum is called “Roentgen woman”. And now I have a question to 
German media: “Which roentgen apparatus of XX centuries treats patients without any 
medicine?” 
This is the gift, grace of Great God for the Azerbaijani nation. 
If they will ask me who is this woman? I will say that she is a gift of God. 
The name of this lady, this mother was written among holy persons as Mir Mohsun agha, Sayyid 
Hasan agha, Sayyid Lazim agha, Sughra Chalabi, Sayyid Yusif agha, Sayyid Mahammad agha. 
Successor of Museyi –Kazim generation, Zarifa khanum with mysterious hands, healing eyes! 
I wrote this writing on January 4, 2000 at appreciation (Gadir) night. O Lady of ladies, mother of 
nation, angel of angels, for the sake of Great god, the owner of this holy night hear my prays. 
May god bless you! May our Great protector (Movla) make you victorious. May your ruby, bright 
life be happy. 
You are the light of my eye, fire of my heart, 
You are flower in the slope, snow on the top. 
To live without you in this world is difficult, 
What better that you exist in this sad world! 
Asadova Ruhiyya Abbas, 
English teacher 
Absheron district, Saray settlement 
Quarter 25, Aslanov street 
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MIRACLE OF THE CENTURY 
It is miracle to see the human’s heart with ordinary eyes. This is also miracle, because she can 
see the internal organs of the human not in light, but in dark. She cures all the diseases without 
any medicine, device, and in a short period. I have myself witnessed to this recently. 
It is more than 25 years that I have been suffering form fibroma. I have lost much blood. 
I was in a bad situation. I have accepted different treatments. I recovered a little bit. After a while 
I was in a bad situation again. 
Recently I passed from USM examination. They said to me that you have fibroma in the big form 
and 12 -14 weeks. Urgently they sent me to operation. They said that of I wouldn’t be operated 
in this case my life will be in a serious danger. I was afraid of the surgical knife. 
In order to lengthen the time, I was making excuses. As if I was waiting something. Finally, I read 
about “roentgen woman” from the newspaper. A believe was formed in my inside. 
I visited healing angel Zarifa khanum. I didn’t say anything to her; she appointed the diagnosis of 
my disease in a dark room with all its exactness. Zarifa khanum said to me that I should be 
operated, fibroma is very big. And come after a day and I will say that if I can cure your tumor or 
not. The next day I visited her with great surprise. 
At that day extraordinary talented Zarifa khanum was happy herself as well and she said that it 
was allowed me to cure you. I didn’t know what to do because of my joy. I have taken three 
seance treatment and miracle had happened. I felt myself, and also Zarifa khanum said that I had 
cured your tumor. 
After ten days I came for treatment. I didn’t have any tumor. 
God bless this owner of healing hands for our nation! I am grateful to Zarifa khanum all my life. 
She is the savior of the Azerbaijan nation. 
Ismayilova Elmira, 
honored teacher 
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I EXPRESS MY GRATITUDE 
There were a lot of marvelous events in the history. And marvelous people were in the period of 
our prophet and imams. Wonders are gifted to such persons that they are the lovely sons of God. 
In the 20th century, we get acquainted with a woman who have drawn the attention of people 
with her own miracles: Zarifa khanum. Though I have read about her from articles, but really I 
couldn’t believe her. I had serious nervous disease, insomnia and heart pain. Her love and belief 
filled my heart, and I visited her. I admired to human qualities, sweet words, behavior, sensitivity 
of Zarifa khanum. 
My respect for her increased when she said the diseases that I have. I confess sincerely that the 
diseases that I have was overcome in a short period. I felt myself better. My dream was restored, 
my nervous and heart pain improved. 
I say thank you very much to Zarifa khanum for her self-sacrifice for the health of our nation. 
 
Madatov Karim, teacher 
Yevlakh region 
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AN ANGEL OF GOD 
The person whose name written with capital letters! 
The honorable man on Earth! Your superior, greatness is felt. Each person has own wishes. She 
lives with this wish. But present people was ill for morally cordially side. Supreme God has 
originate and created you for us. 
Zarifa khanum savior of people it didn’t depend on its nation, scarcely, the angel of God has 
gifted. The God has a cure for the trouble. Today the biggest cure is Zarifa khanum. 
I have tasted Zarifa khanum’s cured hands. I have heard about her from the Talish region and 
came her acceptance have seen its result. 
Let’s all the world see that Zarifa khanum who born in Azeri land is the healing angel of one 
million people. My wish from the great God is never give away us her cured hands. 
Gasimova Alladdin Faziladdin 
Geography teacher 
Kicaba village Astara district 
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GRATEFULNESS 
…Suddenly my left side stopped moving in 1984. After one year they found goiter on my head 
and did surgery operation in Neuro-Surgery clinics of Moscow named after N.Budenko. After 6 
years the situation got worst again. Suddenly I went to the Moscow. They did surgery operation 
again and took my left head bone. After 6 month I had cramp. I lost my speech. I had concavity 
on my temple. The concavity felt decently on my forehead. 
I heard about Zarifa khanum and to decide meet with her. She analyzed me and said everything 
truly. After 2 sessions treatment boss concavity get right. It appeared new bone from the place 
of taken bone. I’m an educated person and don’t believe in any wonder but I was in a shock. 
I believe Divine mighty God’s gift Zarifa khanum’s phenomenon again. And I felt sympathy and 
respect for this person on my own. Everything changed quite not only the things that I heard but 
also things that have seen when I was in her acceptance. I often visit her from that day. Now 
meeting you turned out good. I delivered my own words to the readers. The power of Great Allah 
which gave to the human, I feel the Divine power peerless, Zarifa khanum non-substitutive. God 
never grudge you to our nation! 
Teacher Sitara. 
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DEVINE WONDER 
I seized wen decease in 2000 years. The wen grew rapidly, and put me in surgery. When doctor 
said me you would be operated everything rounded around my head. I didn’t want yield to 
”knife”. I set my hope on God. I wanted only wonder from the God how this wen was appear in 
such way disappear. There was a secret belief on my heart that it would happen. 
One of these days I was briefly informed about Devine talented Zarifa khanum. I went to the 
acceptance of the Zarifa khanum with a great hope. She switched the light off and was analyzed 
me with her charming eyes and put the diagnosis: doe wen and nerve pressing. The second part 
of diagnose yielded me to the Zarifa khanum hole. Because, I was suffer from nerve pain more 
than wen. She took me to the treatment. In the first day of treatment my nerve ache disappeared. 
The second day healing angel admired me once again. Suddenly while she treated me she said 
that repeat at home which you said to yourself now. 
Look at the Devine wonder. Thus Zarifa khanum has read my mind when treated me. Really I 
have begged to the God, wished heal under magical hands of Zarifa khanum. 
After three day’s treatment my wen completely melted and disappeared. Thanks Devine God 
that has given such extra ordinary ability to Zarifa khanum the member of our nation. 
Two years passed of that time and I haven’t got any complaint with my throat. During these two 
years Zarifa khanum has saved members of my family from several diseases. She was our family 
doctor and savior. We were indebted to her all our lifelong. 
I love Zarifa khanum with all my being, not only her divine wonders but also her huge human 
quality made me love her very much. She was savior of paupers, mother of orphans. It was our 
duty to appreciate this rare pearl. 
Respected Zarifa khanum God give you good health and long life. God save you for your two 
descendants and numerous patients. Amen! 
Priyeva Naiba, 
Physics teacher. 
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HER PRAYER IS A MIRACLE ARISING FROM THE REALITY 
I have known Zarifa khanum since 1993. Cause to the acquaintance with her was our family 
friend, we came to visit her for the first time and I say thanks to that day. And I am in friendly 
relations with Zarifa khanum up today. I saw her first miracle when my daughter was ill, after 
three courses of treatment my daughter recovered completely. 
Then, as my son-in-law had heart failure, we addressed to the doctor. Doctors appointed in her 
heart arrhythmia. We had to address to Zarifa khanum again. After x-raying she said that he will 
be treated for 3 days. It happened, as she said, after 3 days my son-in law felt himself well. 
Zarifa khanum rescued me from several diseases, which one to say, which one to write?! I had a 
cyst in the lower part of my liver. Again, healing hands of Zarifa khanum making wonders came 
to help. 
By doing an x-ray, she confirmed the diagnosis given to me and treated me for 3 days, then, after 
15 days I came for the examination. She x-rayed me again and said that I have no problem in my 
liver. This holy threshold calls her hostess as the wonder of God. 
The prayer of Zarifa khanum is the miracle arising from the reality. The healing of her hands have 
rescued hundreds, thousands of people, every patient being needy for her hands, feeling her 
breath, have not returned hopeless from this threshold. Her healing hands presented child sound 
to lots of homes, by making a miracle, heated the families that can be worn with a baby breath, 
her healing hands didn’t let children be orphan, by rescuing thousands of patients from death, 
thanks to her, mothers haven’t had baby grief, haven’t burned into tears. I was very glad when I 
heard that the book is being prepared about her. Regularly, articles are published about her in 
mass media, in different magazines. And I say to every writer who takes a pen. Write how much 
you can, save people form illnesses, from troubles who don’t know her. Try to get this good deed. 
Zulfugarova Zenfira, 
Teacher in medical school № 1 
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I PRESENT MY LIFE 
I am from Agdam by origin. It was times that, Armenian invaders checked out our native 
Azerbaijan. Agdam was already in trouble. We were replaced in Ganja city temporarily. At this 
time, as if our grief was less, problems began in our health. Acute pains began in my stomach, 
back. I had to address to the doctor, after the examination of Ultrasonic inspection apparatus, 
the doctor insisted to be operated urgently. Stone not being little was found in the gall bladder 
channel. And it was noted that, it is impossible to split it up with a treatment. 
I came to Baku to visit my parents. When my mother saw these pains in me she said: “I will take 
you to Zarifa khanum”. The next day, we went to the threshold of Zarifa khanum. She received 
us. I said that I my liver hurts. By doing an x-ray, she said even the size of the stone in my glad 
bladder and promised to treat me. The treatment didn’t begin the day that she x-rayed, so she 
ordered to come for 3 course of treatment from the next day. So, she began the treatment. On 
the first day of the treatment, while Zarifa khnum was healing me, I felt that direction of the 
stone has changed in my glad bladder. As if an egg was rolling down from left to right, from right 
to left. 
After 18 days of treatment, we began to the treatment again, after the second course of 
treatment as if there was no pain. Zarifa khanum x-rayed me again and said that the stone has 
already flushed by chipping. 
-Now you can be examined by Ultrasonic inspection apparatus, she said. 
I was examined by Ultrasonic inspection apparatus as Zarifa khanum said. The doctor asked in 
astonishment: “What have you done for the stone to be flushed? It is impossible. And I said that 
I found the healing in the curative hands of Zarifa khanum. 
After that day, I often visit this holy threshold. I saw so many wonders of Zarifa khanum that, 
after knowing her, I can entrust the children, relatives only to her. She treated my daughter, my 
son. My mother has pancreatic diabetes. She can’t take any drugs, if she takes, she becomes 
worse. The only doctor, scientist, physician of her is Zarifa khanum. If I say that we are permanent 
residents of this threshold more than 15 years that, I wouldn’t be mistaken. If I say whatever I 
have heard, seen, may be thousand books would be written not one. But I assign these facts to 
writers. Words are also unable to glorify her. Saz is also unable. I am lover of Zarifa khanum, I 
want to kneel down in front of her. If it was possible to present the life of somebody, I would give 
my own life to her in order let this healing angel of people would live endure world. May God not 
consider her much for the World, Amen! 
Aida Guliyeva, 
Music teacher 
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SHE IS ONE OF THE HONEST PERSONS WITH HER ACTIONS 
Once my imagination took me far away, that’s, to fifteen years ago. Then I was a child at the age 
of 7-8. My mother took me visit one holy home. There lively slendered, beautiful mother 
embraced me, sleeked my head. For many years I couldn’t forget nice voice, divine vision of that 
mother. I wanted always to be near to that mother and shelter in her lap. I couldn’t know that 
years would pass and destiny will throw me to the lap of that mother not as a child but as a bird 
in which arm-wings had broken. And she will embrace me as her native descendant and I will 
consider her as my mother. I couldn’t even imagine that while working with her I could hear the 
things that no one can hear it and I could see such miracles that no one can see them. Oh my 
God, which kinds of miracles that I have witnessed. 
Sudden walk of the boy that hardly came to this holy house with hand tree by God’s willing and 
by the help of Zarifa khanum’s healing hands, the cure of the pregnant woman that had insulin 
in front of all people, release of patients from the different tumor illnesses, shed tears of joy of 
women who lived for many years with the longing for children while they climbed to the top of 
motherhood and so on … on… 
Thanks to God that Zarifa khanum is angel of healing that God gave to worlds Muslims and 
especially to Azerbaijan people. In addition to healing, she, my mother Zarifa is an angel that 
creates a communication between God and himself having so deep mind, gaining the light of 
glory, having glorious and at the same time hard life. Both we and science is helpless in 
understanding this situation. 
As herself ordinary people are closed to other bodies that depend on what else or who else, and 
Zarifa khanum is away from all ineffective relationship, and she is connected to only one God and 
people that is their mediator. Commitment to God is the peak of perfection. 
God demands and accepts pray from people, and he will award them instead of this. always Zarifa 
mother prays God in half darkness, half in light condition, burning as a candle for her nation, yield 
her willing to God, as being from the generation of infallible Imams now she is in the servant 
momentum that belong to them. 
One of the most valuable characteristics that I have observed in Zarifa khanum is morality and 
nobility of the Prophet that was inherited to her. She is the woman who owns a perfect science, 
innate talent, unique memory, acts of charity, spiritual figure. Zarifa khanum, reminiscent of 
woman with her tenderness, man with her courage, the water with her purity, the sky with 
clarity, the moon with her beauty, the nightingale with her voice, the speaker with her speech, 
the wise with her word, the honest people with her actions, galaxy with her heart is the creature 
that cannot be praised with any commendation. 
Sometimes Zarifa khanum looks like the highest, the most populous waterfall, if she embraces 
the representatives of her nation, the children of her people, she wants to take her nation to nice 
days in order to save them from all evil things, ignorance, adversity, envy, poverty, illness and all 
other disasters. 
Zarifa khanum tells us: “try to know the importance of seeking of God while beginning to one 
work. “Believe in his generous and wait for his magnanimity”. I am sure that these words that 
she taught us and that she always redeem will help me to enlighten my future life. Really mother 
Zarifa forgets even herself by doing all the works with the consent of God, she sees only the world 
of light. And she wants to share form that world of light to the people little by little. 
May most High God never grudge healing in her eyes and power in healing hands. 
Asgarova Maynur Mehman 
Primary class teacher 
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CLAIRVOYANCE EYE OF ZARIFA KHANUM IS OPEN 
It was spring months of 1999. Asif, the husband of my sister one day takes an essay that was 
written about Zarifa khanum in one of the newspapers. Next day my sister Sevil khanum came to 
us and said that sister, there is a woman with divine force in Azerbaijan. It was written in 
newspaper about her. I couldn’t become calm after Asif had given the newspaper to me. She 
insisted that we must go to visit that woman. Next day we went to the address of that woman, 
we were welcomed by warm, tall, slender lively woman. We visited the holy house of Zarifa 
khanum and came to our house. 
My husband had aches and problems in his stomach. Even we consulted to a doctor. We knew 
that there is erosion and ulceration in his stomach. 
We consulted at home and decided that next day we must urgently visit the holy house of Zarifa 
khanum . We waited impatiently till the morning, early in the morning with my husband we set 
out to Zarifa khanum . I was shocked from the words that I heard while she made roentgen for 
my husband Mr. Mehman. Next day my husband went to hospital and again examined by USM 
device. The doctor noticed that there is no any problem in my husband’s stomach. While we 
presented the document related to the disease during illness period the doctor insisted on that 
may be this document was wrongly given to you. So, the holy house of Zarifa khanum became an 
altar for us, for many years, she is the native person for my mother, sister, she is my and my 
families’ near. 
During these years while observing Zarifa khanum my thought had found its confirmation. God 
gave eyes to every human being. But clairvoyant vision is clear in the eyes that God had given to 
Zarifa khanum. And God had not given clairvoyant vision in eyes to any creature. This had been 
given to his only servant Zarifa khanum. 
Asgarova Shumshad Asgar 
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CURE FOR ALL TROUBLES 
According to the said words, the word is above in people, but down in God. That’s the word has 
great power, absolute strength, and every king of color. However there is such contribution that 
the words couldn’t describe and value it. This contribution is the healing of one kind hearted 
person. Zarifa khanum is the luster of light of extinguished lamps. 
Updates of the changed world, highly development of science- technology are incapable in front 
of this holy power. All the medical equipments that are the products of advanced countries of 
the world certify the diagnosis that Zarifa khanum determines for the patients. Every human 
knows the value of health while he/she is ill. Zarifa khanum was vent of one worried family by 
returning one of my ill pupil to the healthy life with her healing. Isgandarov Tamerlan had so 
much suffered from the stones in his kidneys at the age of 3-4 . he was getting the treatement of 
famous professor-urologist Kamal Abdullayev in Baku. Surgical intervention, drugs had a bad 
effect on Tamerlan. Hearing about Zarifa khanum the parents visited to this life-giving person. 
Always parent of Tamerlan who has returned to the life thanks to the divine power spoke about 
the kindness and invaluable talent of Zarifa khanum. 
Zarifa khanum treating with the serious problem that was in the backbone of my colleague 
teacher Mehriban in a short time is the creature of God who differs from the others and she is 
the chosen person. Really God doesn’t give such phenomenal skills to everyone. God created her 
so happy, because this creature is the hope of people not only living in Azerbaijan, but also the 
people who live in foreign countries. 
 
At last, to see Zarifa khanum face to face had occasion for me. It is a long time that I had been 
suffering from goitre disease. Finally, this Divine force give the safe life back to me. 
Thanks to God that he gives the cure all the grief. O my Great Lord, give a long life this well-
wishing human, bless her for the people who believe to her healing and for Azerbaijan nation. As 
this life is very valuable lifetime. 
 
Azayeva Tarana, 
Primary class teacher at Sumgait city, 
Secondary school No.36 
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TO MAYILOVA ZARIFA YAGUB WITH DIVINE DOWRY! 
OPEN LETTER 
Our dear sister! In order to express our gratitude to you we decided to write you an open letter. 
For many years, with the help of divine power that you get from God you saved the lives of 
hundreds of people for their families by curing them and gave unbounded enjoyment to many 
families. With the magic of your eyes and hands blood pressure, goiter, stomach ulcer, gastric 
ulcer, squint eyes, blindness, deafness, infertility, there are broken and dislocation part in the 
body, cryptorchidism, blind gut inflammation, liver echinococcus, pectoral tumors in women, 
trouble with liver-kidney…..so many people were cured, and survived from the clutch of death. 
Even she retested many patients that had doctor epicrisis, not taken into consideration the 
previous given results, gives correct diagnosis with the accuracy of jewelry and treats them. 
Instead of your closeness to God and your greatness, your extreme chastity, your purity shows 
your integrity as a personality. We – your former patients who prosper from your healing hands, 
bow in front of your grandeur. 
May God bless you forever, our dear sister! May God bless you for our nation. Let’s be your 
healing hands forever! 
 

1. Imanov Vagif – National hero of Azerbaijan 
2. S.Mollazadeh – professor, director of department at AMU named after 
N.Narimanov 
3. Z.I.Guliyev – professor, dean of English-German faculty of ASIL 
4. Z.Mammadova – docent, director of department at AMU 
5. E.I.Hajiyev – docent, director of department at ASIL 
6. Ch.H.Gurbanli – docent at ASIL 
7. T.Khalilova – professor, director of department at AMU 
8. M.A.Huseynova – docent at AMU 
9. Z.Mammadova - docent at AMU 
10. Y.Huseynov – docent at Institute of Economy 
11. Y Sh.Abbasov – docent at Institute of Russian language and literature 
12. M.Huseynova – teacher at technical school named after Sabir 
13. Kh.Maharramova – head teacher of AMU 
14. G.Hasanova – teacher at school No.3 of Binagadi district 
15. Jahangir Mammadzadeh – poet, dramatist 
16. V.Ahmadova – deputy chief of main economy department of Ministry of health of 
the Republic of Azerbaijan 
17. Jabbar Maharramova- teacher at ASPU named after Tusi 
18. Safarov Ramiz – professor, director of State Institute of veterinary medicines 
19. Asgarov Akif – directol of Azerdetal factory, Candidate of Economic Sciences 
20. Mustafayev Farhad - - docent at ASIL 
21. Rahimov Ahmad – docent at Institute of Construction Engineers 
22. Aydin Mammadov – docent at AMU named after N.Narimanov 

21/11/1996 
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HEALING ANGEL 
The world is mysterious, marvelous, enigmatic world. Its gnarled, buttonholed, hidden- brings 
forth issues are so much. Unbelievable world events that admires human existed yesterday, as 
well they exist today. And they will exist tomorrow. And the end of this morning undoubtedly will 
lean to Judgment Day and doomsday. Of course to show or create miracle cannot be done by 
everyone. This higher trait was given to such creature of God that he has chosen from his 
servants. And the number of chosen ones doesn’t come to an end only with prophet and imams, 
Evlia and Sayyids, among them there are ordinary people whose talent and ability make us 
admire. … 
And one of the such holy people with divine power is Zarifa Yagub. This honourable woman is 
the granddaughter of Misgin agha originally being from Kalbajar who was born in the family tree 
of our seventh imam Imam Museyi Kazim ( a.). Having studied perfection from the magical place 
of generous grandfather today Zarifa khanum standing at unassailable moral authority with her 
own amazing activity is a personality that don’t have equality all over the world and also in the 
true sense of the word she is phenomenon. 
Examining people with her healing eyes, exactly revealing the diseases that they have and curing 
them with her healing hands Zarifa Yagub is well-known not only in Azerbaijan, but also in 
neighboring Russia and Iran, Georgia and Turkey, as well in Germany and America. 
Our magic world is also contrasting world. During the period in which willy-nilly, good and bad 
can be easily changed, but sometimes phenomenal personalities such as Zarifa Mayilova remain 
without attention, even they are exposed to a variety of pursuits and impact, as if once such 
injustices were also directed against her. 
At that time Zarifa Yagub avowedly exhausting from artificial obstacles, from material and moral 
difficulties went to Germany. But people who wanted her couldn’t realize their wishes. It seems, 
people losing their discernment couldn’t think that Zarifa khanum will gain the greatest 
international success as “Rontgen woman” for extraordinary ability and observing innards of 
people with her eyes. 
Though being touchable we should confess that respect, attention and care towards the people 
as Zarifa khanum in foreign countries is much more than ours. During Zarifa khanum’s visit to 
Khorasan-pilgrimage of Imam Rza several years ago, she was not only welcomed there but also 
offered many times to stay in Iran and operate there. She also got such goodwill offers from other 
foreign countries at different times. However, either the prestige that was made for her in 
Germany, Iran, Turkey or great care and attention couldn’t get over her love for land. Mashadi 
Zarifa khanum preferred to live and work in Azerbaijan where she had always cohered deeply. 
Zarifa khanum about whom many books were published, articles were printed, was awarded with 
International diploma and prize, finally she was honored with the title of academician on medical 
field and she is not a person becoming inspired for fame and overpricing herself for success. She 
is very simple and modest, sincere and affectionate, sociable, kind, and solicitous person. 
“ Roentgen woman” being as talented,miraculous in practical activity at the same time is real and 
true. She does masterly the work which modern clinics, medical laboratories roentgen USE 
cabinets can’t do for a long time. 
According to my innumerable observations I have decided that while treating and checking up 
Zarifa khanum is not in her natural case. It seems, in such a situation she fledges inwardly and 
blends to the mystery and secret world for us,returns back after getting “yes-no” answer about 
the patients whose problems she prescribes definitely. 
All activities of Zarifa khanum Mayilova are “authorizations”. Every sensitive person getting into 
her reception knows this immediately. Many times I have seen her motion with “special 
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permission” and heard her conversations, prayers, and well-wishing applause. Zarifa Khanum is 
the extraordinary person!.. 
I am talking about 1999. I was suffering from kidney stones. Almost I have spent all summer at 
hospitals. After long wearing examinations and treatments without any results the doctors had 
decided that I should certainly be operated. They were waiting for the weather to become cool 
for cutting big and small stones 4 stones in my right kidney. 
While living in fear and constraint I went to Zarifa khanum after reading one of the articles 
published in republic newspapers about her healing power .I clearly remember,she checked me 
up and during 2-3 minute examination her first question was like that: 
-Have you been operated from intestine? 
Really, I didn’t expected. That’s why I paused and then I gave my answer. Finally, concentrating 
myself I said: 
-Yes, eleven years ago. 
Zarifa Yagub kept silence for some time and then told me again about the last case of my kidneys 
which USE showed two days ago. 
She even talked about some diseases, pains that were unknown for me. 
I was astonished. I was hearing my heartbeats in the silence of the room that was no too big. Her 
face that was covered with black veil suddenly gleamed, she stood from the table and came to 
me, put her hands on my shoulders and said: 

- You’ll recover! 
Thus, treatment seances were begun. Totally after four seances I had myself examined for 
interest at one of the polyclinics . “USE” showed that my kidneys are clear. 
While doing “roentgen” in the dark room Zarifa khanum has told that my blood was prone to 
clotting. Diagnosis of Zarifa Yagub was proved when I had my blood tested: my blood was clotting 
within three minutes. After one seance it was resulted successfully-six minutes! 
Since then Mashadi Zarifa khanum has turned into the place of hope, trust for my family 
members and relatives. Angel of healing has cured my wife who suffered from the stone of gall-
bladder, my daughter who was complaining from liver, my brother who was in bed with the 
diagnosis of pancreas tumor. 
I want to note that Zarifa khanum mentally controls patients that she cures till the end of seances. 
She is regularly informed about their pains, concerns, attitudes during treatment process,trust 
and belief. 
I want to tell a story which happened to me... 
It was one of the first days I went to Zarifa khanum for treatment. Hardly had I reached to home 
after the second seance. Intrusive pains of my body suddenly sharpened. 
I grizzled not depending on me: 
-It seems that my kidney will not recover if it is not operated?!-and quickly I whispered drastically: 
No, I believe in Zarifa khanum,she’ll save me from this trouble!... 
During the third seance Zarifa Yagub told my yesterday’s complaint, convincing whispers to me 
in smiling. 
-I heard you at night. I answered that don’t miss, be patient, your pain will end. 
After pausing for a while she continued 
-No, you couldn’t ever have heard. Because voices had mixed to each other!... 
His foot stuck on the ground. I spoke in amazement and excitement: 
-You are really portentous person! 
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Though sitting in the inner room of the office Zarifa khanum is informed about the happenings in 
a foyer and waiting-rooms in a secret form. Once one of the famous artists of the Republic came 
to her office with his wife. There were many people in the waiting-room. Everyone sat quietly 
waiting for their name to be called according to the list written beforehand. Only the same artist 
and his wife were looking at each other,as if telling by dropping a hint. 
“Let’s go, We were tired of waiting.” 
Suddenly Zarifa khanum came to foyer and said with a nervous, trembling voice. 
-Here must be an artist!...Who is that artist?!- 
Are you the same artist?!At the same time you play clarinet... 
-Yes, it’s true-he stood up quickly and came forward. 
And wrinkled as if understanding that did wrong. 
Zarifa khanum said: 
-Nobody holds you here forcibly! Go, if you don’t to wait for!You don’t let me work inside,only 
grizzle!.. 
Sometimes “angel of healing” is sampled. But vainly, her apprehension, sensitivity, ability of 
discernment is so high that she knows what everyone thinks and does. 
One of the unusualness of the miraculous woman are prayers heard from disappearance which 
she tells with a voice like a whisper. Her wishes are also strange. “My breath help you!”, “My 
breath heal you!” 
As it seems, apart from other sayyids, Mashadi Zarifa khanum use the word “breath” instead of 
“jadd”, “agha”. It’s felt that her breath is connected to the great and divine assay. 
Deep appreciation and gratitude of people to Zarifa khanum who saved them from troubles, 
pains, most of the time from dying with radiant eyes and curative hands is unending. 
For the people knowing her she is really the source of hope. 
 
I want to finish my dedication with a poem has been written about Zarifa khanum: 
 
 
Zarifa khanum, “Rontgen woman”, 
God created you as a miracle. 
You are healing angel and honorable 
Your breath save you from trouble ! 
Sabir Yagub 
writer-publicist 
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THE GIFT OF GREAT GOD 
God is great. He is the owner of invincible power. There is no anything out of his will. God is also 
holy secret that unknown for us. All unusual and mysterious things are particles of this unsized, 
great and sacred secret. 
There is no need to prove,if somebody of the people shows inevitably great ability and skill, see 
and show it from servant happens only with the permission of Great God. From the ancient times 
our ancestors had believed that unusual deed of person far from fortune-telling and magic is the 
talent of God. 
That’s why talented people are those who have supreme talent and apprehension, ability and 
intelligence, miraculous work and deed. 
 
At this moment it’s my obligation to say that everyone’s beloved person,personification of 
spiritual and beauty, respectable Haji khanum Zarifa Mayilova is the talented person chosen by 
God. Her overall examination with radiant eyes, diagnosing patients accurately and healing them 
within few seances are real miracles-Divine miracle! 
There is no need to say about this reality to the people who have seen this reality with her eyes, 
those who have felt these, pains that bore persons have disappeared in a short time, after 
completely cured and found healing and to the people who thanked thousand times to Zarifa 
khanum. 
Any one cannot accept the alternative medicine, anybody cannot believe the roentgen power of 
human eyes, and cannot accept her examination stronger than ultrasound examination, 
somebody can deny the power of her hands that heal people, all of these are the action of this 
being that is unaware of the world, but it is worth to explain these narrow-minded ones that 
Zarifa Mayilova was awarded with the honorary title of “Roentgen Woman” in Germany, and 
gained the title of Academic in Russia. 
Originally being from Kalbajar, it is more than 10 years that I closely know Zarifa Mayilova, the 
grandchild of the most famous, magnanimous Sayyid of his time Misgin Agha, Generation 
Pedigree related to VII Imam Museyi-Kazim aleyhiseelam. During these years, all these facts that 
how she cured thousands of people, how she took many people from the hands of death had 
taken place before my eyes. 
I couldn’t forget that at the beginning of the spring two years ago I had ache in my liver. Even the 
colic became so stronger that I had to consult to a doctor. During ultrasound examination the 
doctor of Khirdalan city medical center said that there is a hepatitis c symptom in my liver. If I 
wouldn’t treated urgently, I could face with serious results. Immediately I had been taken 
laboratory test of my blood. I would have get the result after two hours. So, immediately I visited 
Zarifa khanum. When she looked at me with her roentgen eyes she said that something wrong 
was said to me. There is no indication of the said words in my liver. Surely I returned back 
Khirdalan. Doctor assistant at the medical center broke happy news that Mrs., the diagnosis 
couldn’t found its confirmation, congratulations! 
Immediately I rang to Zarifa khanum and said that all the things that you said were correct, may 
your all grief taken from you and given to the doctor that tested me. 
And a year ago suddenly there appeared tumor in my breast – in the right part. In a few days the 
slip reached at the bottom of my arm. As soon as the doctors examined me they said that I ought 
to consult to Oncologists, it looks like something serious thing. Though I was afraid but I was not 
at my wits' end. Because I knew that there was such an angel like Zarifa khanum who cures all 
the people from grief. Immediately I visited her. When she looked at me ain the dark room 
intending in her mind my tumor she said: 

- Yes, they are right, bane newly began. 
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I began to speak anxiously: 
- Zarifa khanum, please, cure me yourself. I could only believe you and I couldn’t go 
anyway from here!..... 
Though my condition was so serious and hopeless, taking into consideration my 
persistent requests, she began treatment sessions. Approximately after one month 
the tumor was taken. Today, tomorrow and even during my life I would say with a 
loud voice that Academician Zarifa khanum Mayilova had cured incurable grief! 
This merciful, honorable woman is a woman that while seeing so kind, careful, 
friendly, sociable, honest people feels herself very comfortable. She is contribution 
and gift of God to our nation and as a whole to the humanity. May God bless her for 
us! 

 
Elmira Yagubova 
Writer – publicist, 
Khirdalan city 
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This was real miracle. 
Nearly 10 years has passed from our first acquaintance. My husband had a serious problem on 
kidney and abdominal part at that time. His diagnose was defined in Saint Petersburg city of 
Russia, Lugansk in Ukraine, Baku city Central Urological Clinic in Azerbaijan. The surgery operation 
was inescapable at that time. He had strong swing on his right kidney, pyelonephritis on the left 
kidney, fibroma cysticum on abdominal cavity and in such cases the operation was very 
dangerous. He passed all the procedures and we were ready for the surgical operation at that 
time. Just 2 days prior to the operation we visited Zarifa khanum with our neighbor, we admired 
that the enormous apparatus determined this diagnose for the several days but she did it only 
for the few minutes in the dark room. This miracle woman has cured my husband and safe us 
from the surgery and after all of these we have no doubt that this woman had Divine power. 
Our Orkhan has already grown. Thanks to Allah that there is no any problem in his stomach. We 
entrust all our life to Almighty Allah and to the holy creature, that’s to Zarifa khanum who had 
been given for our nation by God. 
 
Akhundov Ildirim 
Str.1. 7th mcrd., Baku city. 
Quarter 5, block-3126 
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I AM OBLIGED TO ZARIFA KHANUM FOR MY 
PAINLESS LIFE 

I felt myself really bad in May of 2006. I had dull pain on my head. My head ache became stronger 
day by day. I consulted to many doctors till May of 2007. None of them had any benefit. Though 
I had treatment my head ache wasn’t outreach me. I applied to the clinic was named Tusi. They 
did tomography to my head and diagnosed scleroses and started treatment. I got their treatment 
which did they there was no possibility of recovery. I have already despaired from everything. I 
went to Lerik district in 2009. I have heard about Zarifa khanum in one party. I asked her address 
from the person who had been cured by her. When I returned to Baku I visited her. I know it was 
unbelievable for the person who didn’t know her but my illness which didn’t recover from years 
was cured only in three days. But this is so. There wasn’t any doctor or hospital which I hasn’t 
resorted. Today I owe to Zarifa khanum for my painless life. Great God never grudge Zarifa 
Khanum to our nation. 
Dovlatov Shirvan Musa           
Bina settlement, the owner of dairy plant 
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GOD GAVE HER TO OUR PEOPLE 
Everyone has fate. I am not mistaken if I say that knowing Zarifa khanum today is one part of our 
fate. I have purpose for saying this. Not knowing Zarifa khanum though living in Baku, consulting 
to doctors seeking help for grief, even turning back in Rostov city of CIS-Are all of these not fate? 
One day I heard about Zarifa khanum and addressed to doctor. I was suffering from fibroma. For 
years this illness exhausted me, I was afraid of being operated. The sun rose when I met Zarifa 
khanum. I was treated. After three days the light shone in my eyes, strength came to my knees. 
Then she treated me splitting stones in my gall-bladder without any pain. Now my husband is 
treated from his kidneys. He was suffering from chronically cold and stone. He already feels 
better. Over the years our family members don’t address to any doctor. As far as Zarifa khanum 
has healing hands, we are happy servants of the world. God has presented her to our people. 
 
Asgarova Fazila Ibrahim, 
Zabrat settlement, quarter 3, apartment 8 
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OUR PLACE OF HOPE AND SHELTER 
For a long years, some members of our family have been treated by Zarifa khanum. There was 
ulcer in the stomach of my father; my mother was also suffering from gastro-intestinal disease. 
My mother and father healed after the treatment of Zarifa khanum. After some time sharp pains 
began in my stomach. I was also treated by Zarifa khanum and recovered. Originally, I am from 
picturesque Lachin, but have settled down in Agjabadi. Though the way is far, we come to Baku 
saying “Zarifa khanum” for our grief. My last coming connected with my daughter Sevinj. Sevinj 
had bone gap and nerve disorder. Her cure has finished and now Sevinj feels good. We find hope 
and refuge in her place, hands. May God bless this angel woman for us. 
 
Ruhiyya Rustamova 
Aghjabadi region 
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THE HEALING IS ONLY IN HER HANDS 
I’m fifty five years old. I know Zarifa khanum from Ganja. All members of my family resort to her 
for many years. Thought many years passed from meeting with her we didn’t resort to the doctor 
any time. I met her wonder several times that’s why I didn’t know which one I talk about. Her 
wonder was tremendous. We resort to her for all kind of diseases. I am being treated from lack 
of heart and nerve system now. Today is the latest day of my treatment, I feel myself better now. 
The person who treated by her was thankful to her. We were 10 children in our family, my sisters, 
my brothers and all member of theirs family resort to Zarifa khanum. As the healing is only in her 
hands. 
 

Binagadi district Shafiga Aliyeva 
Mammadamin Rasulzade settlement 
Flat 12, quarter 10 H.Agamaliyev. 
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I HAVE BROUGHT TO ZARIFA KHANUM WELL-DOER. 
I was acquainted with Zarifa khanum fifteen or sixteen years ago. Zarifa khanum has been invited 
to Lanakaran city as guest. When my mother met with Zarifa khanum she said about my brother’s 
disease. After examination Zarifa khanum informed that my brother had heart disease, she 
treated him and he recovered. Thus she gave happiness to my family. She was powerful physician 
and amazing pharmacist with her cured hands. God has sent this Divine mighty woman to the 
Earth and has given her human healing. But now I am suffered from goitre that’s why I visited 
Zarifa khanum I can surely say that all my trouble’s cure is in her hands and the reason of her 
wonder is her breath. 
Ulkar Mirzayeva 
Lankaran city. 
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I CAME TO HER WITH MY LATEST HOPE 
My mood was bad at work, but after I came home my condition became worse. My husband rang 
to first aid; they brought me to the clinical hospital No4. After analysis they took me to the 
reanimation department. I was in reanimation for a month. As they say, my mood was so bad 
that even I was not feel anything. They have bought me to the hospital named after Tusi. After 
analysis and roentgen tomography the doctors said that I had tumor on my head. We had no any 
hope. My condition became worse day by day. I was fizzled out because my family was in tears. 
I heard about Zarifa khanum who can heal all the grief. I came to her with my latest hope. After 
analysis she promised me that she would treat and she did it. I’m cured completely and my 
family’s tears ended. My family and I will be prayer to Zarifa khanum at the end of our life. 

Aghayev Jahangir 
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ZARIFA KHANUM IS PROTECTOR OF THE EARTH 
My daughter Fatullayeva Nushaba is married. Though several years passed she didn’t have a 
baby. She addressed to “Omur” clinic, received long-term treatment, but it didn’t result. I brought 
her to Zarifa khanum. In the same month she got pregnant. After some time he came back from 
military service. While being in military service he caught a cold, became jaundiced in a hidden 
form. After coming back I took her to Zarifa khanum. She said that there is a tumor in his liver. 
He couldn’t sleep at night because of the pain. On the day of going and returning back from Zarifa 
khanum he could sleep comfortably. Therefore the treatment continued for three days. Now 
Praise God, he feels good. Zarifa khanum is the protector. 
 
Maharramova Gizilgul, 
Sabunchu district, Afandiyev street 27 
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PEOPLE KNOWING HER DON’T CONSULT TO THE DOCTORS 
It’s already more than ten years our family knows Zarifa khanum. All our natives address to Zarifa 
khanum when they are ill. Today I have taken my son to her. While being in America he had lymph 
node. We took him to the doctors, they looked and said to take him if it increase during three 
months .We didn’t address again because we had to come to Baku. The first thing I did after 
coming to Baku was address to Zarifa khanum. We were treated and now my son feels good. We 
have come today to be checked up by doctor. I want to note that, my sister-in -law have not had 
a baby for 6 years. After six years she had a baby but the baby has lived for three days. Before 
the end, the second baby has gone under in the womb. Doctors were saying that the babies 
would go under because microbe in the blood was high. She already has 4- year-old daughter 
after Zarifa khanum’s treatment. People who know her don’t address to the doctors anymore. 
Novruzova Vusala, Simqayit city, 
Microdistrict10, quarter5, apartment12 
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I AM GRATEFUL TO HER 
 
I was born in Shevcenko city of Russia because my parents lived there. I have started to cry 
without stopping when I was one year and six months. My parents take me to the doctors. After 
examination it has revealed there is cyst on my right ovary. Years, months replace each other,I 
return back to our motherland. Before marriage I came to a doctor for examination. 
The doctor said that I had no right ovary and advised immediately address to the doctor after 
marriage. After 2 months of my marriage taking into consideration of the doctor’s advice I 
addressed to maternity welfare clinic № 3 at Sumgayit city. Doctor said that tube without ovary 
must be washed. For not being any result of this I came to Zarifa khanum after several months. 
One seance she treated me and at the same month I got pregnant. Now, I’m six months pregnant. 
I go to examination once a month. I’m grateful to her. 
Abbasova Turana, Sumgayit city,9- th 
Micro-district, quarter11/17, apartment 54 
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SHE GIVES HOPE TO DESPERATE PEOPLE 
I had been married for 12 years. I have not had a baby. I have been treated in our country and in 
CIS cities. But none of them helped me. But not any cure has helped. I had already lost my hope. 
My mother heard about Zarifa khanum and gave her address to me. I consulted to Zarifa khanum. 
She examined me and I was treated for three days. After one month I again came to examination. 
Thus, I had a joy of being a mother and finished months under the happiness of being pregnant. 
My baby was born on December 19, at the birthday of Zarifa khanum. Thanks to God and Zarifa 
khanum my baby Ali is one- year- old now. Her curative hands give hope to desperate people. 
Rahimoba Gonchagul, 36- years-old 
Shamakhi city, Goylar village. 
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JOY, LOVE OF LIVING RETURNED ME TO LIFE 
Once I had caught a cold. For a few days I coughed. I came to the Central Clinic. After checking 
up doctor said that there was not serious disease. The results of tomography were good. But 
doctor said that there is shade in my liver for having inborn wriggle. If you address to other 
doctor, perhaps you will be said that you have disease but you have no serious thing. Several 
months passed. I went to the Tusi clinic as the dream once I saw was bothering me. According to 
the doctors I have 2 tumors sized 8ml. At the same time they informed that I had tumor in my 
liver too. 
I addressed to the National Oncology and diagnosis was confirmed. I was told that I should 
receive chemotherapy. They applied chemotherapy for my breast tumor. 
They did chemotherapy the tumor in my liver in a certain way at the Customs hospital. I was 
disappointed with my life. My neighbor informed me about Zarifa khanum and took me into her 
reception. After X-ray Zarifa khanum got angry. 
Though I didn’t say anything about my disease, she told that that it was treated oppositely. She 
also got nervous for receiving chemotherapy without having any tumor. She appointed her cure. 
Joy, love of living turned me to life. May God bless her for us? I met with different women who 
were operated from breast tumor,owing to Zarifa khanum they completely recovered and 
continue to live. Each of them is grateful to her. 
MansimovaTahira,Lokbatan settlement, 
Shabiyev street 15/95, quarter 11, apartment 11 
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I WITNESSED HER MIRACLES 
I can’t describe Zarifa khanum, though I speak and write about her. The book was published about 
Zarifa khanum. My sister’s husband had brought me this book. I read the book, every night I saw 
it in my dream. We wanted our mother take to hospital as her being ill. We learned that Zarifa 
khanum lives in Baku. Sickness of my mother caused to meet with Zarifa khanum. Thus, our 
acquaintance began. For many years, Zarifa khanum has become the member of our family. 
When my sister’s daughter was born, cover was put on both of her legs. 
We took her to Zarifa khanum. Zarifa khanum put the cover out from the child’s leg. She pushed 
child’s legs from pelvis. Thus, child’s foot recovered. We witnessed her second miracle in such 
case.13-year-old son of my sister falls and breaks his arm. My sister took her son to Zarifa 
khanum. Zarifa khanum also cured him. Now I have taken my daughter for check up. Her 
treatment has finished. She had stone in gall-bladder. Thanks to God, owing to her curative 
hands, stones have been splitted. 
Aliyeva Zenfira, Binagadi district, 
Rasulzadeh settlement, bacsol4/A 
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WE ARE WITNESS 
My sister was suffering from stomach disease. Someone said that miraculous woman called Zarifa 
khanum helps to all problems. She treats with her hands. The seeker is a finder. We found the 
address of Zarifa khanum and until today not only his stomach recovered, but also no any anxiety 
he had in his organs. I had dyspnea in my throat. I addressed to several doctors. They told that I 
had goiter. I decided going to Zarifa khanum. One day I fulfilled my decision. Zarifa khanum X-
rayed me in order to diagnose. She told that I had thyroid gland spasm in my throat but not 
goistre. She treated me for three days. I don’t have any complaints in my throat till today. Now, 
I have come only for check up. I am the chief of non-governmental organization of regional centre 
of Goychay. I can say that while being in Agdash, Gabala, Ujar, Zardab regions I informed people 
about Zarifa khanum. Thousands of people from the same regions come to the place of Zarifa 
khanum and they are healed. I want to note that neighbor’s dog had bitten my sister’s daughter 
Ayla in her childhood. Since the child was speaking stuttering. For several years she spoke in such 
a way. We took her to Zarifa khanum’s examination. 
Ayla also recovered. Zarifa khanum obviated all troubles from our family. We are witness. We 
want her to be recognized by everyone and find help for their problems. May God Bless her for 
us and our people. 
Gasimzada Ganira, Goychay city, 
Uzayir Hajibayov 101. 
  

http://azerdict.com/?s=thyroid+gland
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SHE GAVE JOY AND HAPPINESS TO OUR FAMILY. 
My uncle’s daughter Ganira khanum took us to Zarifa khanum. Zarifa khanum has cured all her 
family members, all of them healed. We have not had a baby. 
Most of the people were thinking that we are overage and we wouldn’t have a child. We felt this 
though they didn’t tell anything. It’s said that “The hope dies at the end”, we didn’t lose our hope. 
I went to Zarifa khanum’s place with Ganira khanum. I entered into Zarifa khanum’s room with 
my husband. After checking up “There is no problem concerning you, go and wait”-she said. After 
my husband’s examination she cheerily told that though my husband had fibroma and cyst the 
treatment would result in successfully and we would have a baby. 
My husband received one séance of treatment. “Don’t come any more, you’ll have a beautiful 
girl”-she said. Really it happened as she said. After 9 months of going away from Zarifa khanum 
our daughter who was born gave joy and happiness to our family. Our Nargiz was the gift of God 
to us. Now he is three-years old. While coming to Baku we visit to Zarifa khanum’s place who 
gave us this happiness. May God bless her. She is protective angel of our people. 
Gasimov Nazim, Gasimova Firangiz 
Goychay city, Mushfig street, quarter 38 
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IT HAPPENED AS SHE SAID 
In 2006 strong pains began. Our neighbor took me to Semashka-At present clinical hospital № 
1.He gave me prescription for the treatment. For some days I took medicines. Though being 
treated nothing helped me, day by day pains were strengthening. Medicines couldn’t help. The 
pains were so strong that my brother Sharif took me to the Republic Department of Neurology. 
After being cured the doctor sent me to the centre of diagnostics. After treating me they sent me 
to the hospital of Neurochirurgy, after tomography doctor looked at it and said:-“ You have tumor 
in the head but we can’t say what is inside it. It’ll known after the results of analysis taken during 
surgical operation. I didn’t go to operation as there was no guarantee. We turned back home . I 
stayed in the same situation for two months. Day by day my situation was getting difficult. For 
several days I couldn’t drink a sip of water. One day my daughter’s husband came to us and said: 
“My first-cousin has been treated by woman named Zarifa khanum”. People who can’t heal, can 
find a cure by her. “Thus I was taken to Zarifa khanum. She received us. From the first sight she 
told me: “You have been X-rayed twice”. She told I have tumor and liquid in it. “Don’t be afraid, 
everything will be better, I see that you are yearning for dream, after two seances you’ll sleep 
well”.-she said in smiling and put her hands to my shoulders. That was what she said. After the 
second séance my pains decreased and then I really understood what sweet dream was. During 
two months I lost 20kg weight. When I received treatment my lost weight restored. Thus, the 
treatment that I received during six seances returned me back to life. My living today is a miracle 
for most people who know me. But owing to Zarifa khanum’s curative hands I live this reality. 
Bakshiyev Rza,Baku city, 
Yasamal district-n,Khruptova street 11, 
quarter 34 A 
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GOD BLESS HER 
While I was teaching lesson to my daughter Oksana, occasionally my arm touched to her breast. 
“Mother, there is strong pain in my breast”-Oksana expressed displeasure. I opened bruised part, 
when I saw her breast I didn’t believe my eyes. When I saw tumor on her right breast I was 
confused.” What kind of breast it can be in 8-year-old child’s breast?” I said distractedly. Though 
being bad I calmed down myself. I telephoned to my sister Sakina. I said that hurry for the 
reception of Zarifa khanum. I was impatiently waiting for the morning. The morning came. With 
Oksana and my sister Sakina we went to Zarifa khanum. After applying roentgen she affirmed 
being of tumor and began to treat by checking up. After seances of 3 days treatment tumor had 
already melted away. We owe Zarifa khanum to whom we’ll pray for a long time and carry her 
love in our heart. God Bless Her. 
Abbasova Goychak, Khatai district, 
Ahmadli settlement, 
Ganja avenue 46,quarter 69. 
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OUR LOVE FOR HER IS ENDLESS 
My granddaughter was suffering from blood disease. We took her to the Republic Hospital. The 
situation of our baby Aytaj had dwindled. Doctors told that we should stay at the hospital. We 
were told that analysis must be taken from child’s marrow. I understood having refuge place as 
if after knowing Zarifa khanum. As though the grief had taken my mind. I refused from staying at 
the hospital. We were taken reference in the written form. We came to the hearth of healing of 
Zarifa khanum. As if the child in our cuddle had deceased. She was breathing quietly. Looking at 
the child Zarifa khanum said:-“Her situation is very bad». She began treating with the help of 
God. After three- day seances the child could walk, and at the same time played running with 
little steps. Thus she recovered within a month. She is 8-years old now. She studies in the second 
form. Not only Aytaj, but also my daughter was treated from fibroma disease by the help of Zarifa 
khanum. There was gastritis in my son’s stomach. 
He was also treated, now he is completely healthy. Which one to say? About her curative hands, 
about her beautiful humanity or charity? She treated innumerable people disinterestedly. She 
sends sacrifices which are cut in front of her to the poor, internally displayed persons, orphan 
houses. It’s inexhaustible to speak, to write about her. Our Love For her Is Endless. 
Asadova Lutfiya. 
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SHE IS IRREPLACEABLE 
I know Zarifa khanum for many years. I haven’t consulted to any doctor since I met her. I was 
suffering from rash on my stomach. I went to Zarifa khanum. After Roentgen- “You have rash on 
your stomach”- she said.”I know, I have been applied USE apparatus. I have come to you for 
cure”-I said. With her smiling eyes Zarifa khanum said: “God willing, you’ll get well”. So, I began 
to treatment. Within three days I recovered. For 6 years my sister have not had a baby. We took 
her to Zarifa khanum too. Thanks to God, now she has a child. She is irreplaceable for our people. 
 
Nabiyeva Rana 
  

http://azerdict.com/?s=unreplaceable
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GOD DON’T DEPRIVE HER FROM US 
I know Zarifa khanum more than ten years. I had heard about her from my relatives. Every day I 
thank to the same day. Not only me, but also all my natives are grateful to her for their health. 
There were stones in my kidneys, with sharp pains I went to Zarifa khanum. I was treated for 
three days, stones plashed without any pain. My recovery turned into epos for all my relatives. 
Those who are ill go to Zarifa khanum’s place. My brother Sakhavat was in bed for being stones 
in kidneys with critical, sharp pains. I went to the district. My brother lives in Sabirabad. Believe 
me that from the transferring system of doctors even my brother’s head had swollen. I couldn’t 
sleep till morning. I was impatiently waiting for the morning. In the morning we took my brother 
to Zarifa khaum in his friend Kamran’s car to Baku. While entering to her place, my brother 
became “doubled” and came to Zarifa khanum. After touching once she said-“You can go, you’ll 
not feel pain any more”. As a result of three- day treatment, stones in my brother’s kidneys were 
pushed out.There was calcification in the liver of my sister, sharp pains in pancreas, complications 
in duodenum. Mehriban who lost appetite cured within 3 days. My niece had never had a baby. 
Containing with microbe in the blood it was said that they will not have a baby. Owing to Zarifa 
khanum’s miraculous; healing hands she already has two children. God don’t deprive her from 
our people. 
Abbasova Khanum 
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SHE MADE ME TO LIVE THE JOY OF MATERNAL FEELING 
I have been married for 8 years. Besides micro in the blood for being intoxication in the womb I 
became pregnant, but baby was going under in one and half or two months .I heard about Zarifa 
khanum from my neighbor. One day she said that there is one woman creating miracles. One of 
my relatives took his son to her, now feels good. I was pleased coming to Zarifa khanum with my 
neighbor. After Rontgen she pointed treatment seances.Now, I am 3 months pregnant. I go to 
therapy three times a month. Thanks to God, I feel good. God Bless Zarifa khanumfor helping to 
us and those who want to be a mother. She made me live the joy of maternal feeling. God don’t 
deprive these feelings from our brides. 
Novruzova Gulzar 
Bina settlement 
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I VISITED HER HOLY PLACE 
One day I was feeling bad. I addressed to a doctor. Doctor said that there is no serious problem, 
it’s only chill. One day while going to the bathroom suddenly I felt bad. 
Then I knew that I have lost my consciousness. An ambulance was called three times. Almost they 
didn’t say anything. The doctor of the 4th ambulance said that there is absolutely no sound. This 
daunted him. I was sent to the hospital of Tuberculosis in the settlement of Kurkina and 
hospitalized in the operating department. Some analysis were taken, after three days the doctor 
came to the ward. 
Initially, fluid was removed from my lungs. They were doubting from tuberculosis. 
I was very scared from doctor’s serious eyes, I was confused that they probably detected 
tuberculosis .Then the doctor said-“ you have oedema, not tuberculosis”. I was glad that there 
was no TB. So, I was cured in the hospital Kurkina. It didn’t help. At last, they decided to operate 
me. According to the doctor’s advice I had to change my climate before operation. I returned to 
Baku. I had an idea of walking for 10-15 days. While being at my father’s cousin’s daughter I heard 
about Zarifa khanum. They advised to visit Zarifa khanum. In the morning I came to her reception, 
while doing x-ray she said to me: “Fluid have been removed from your lungs 5 times. Currently, 
you have lung oedema. But, to my mind I can’t treat your lung because your situation is bad”-she 
said. I cried. And Zarifa khanum thought, then said: 
-Ok, you’ll come-she said. 
In the morning I began treatment. After the third séance of cure,Zarifa khanum showing the sign 
of perfection with her hands and smiled. Everything was better than I wanted, daughter. She said 
that, you are better, you have already recovered, you can go and have roentgen. After leaving 
Zarifa khanum, I went to Central Clinical Hospital by taxi and had a roentgen. The voice of the 
doctor saying that there is no problem in your lungs became an echo in my ears. After several 
days, I flew to my natives, parents to Moscow city. For my family, this news was a joy. I was 
happy, when I was 25 years old, in the case that, I thought I will die, God send me Zarifa khanum 
as a savior. So that, I was x-rayed in Moscow again. They also said that am completely healthy. 
One day, we had a phone ring from Kurkina hospital, they said that, operation time arrived. My 
mother answered the phone. She informed the doctor about my recovery. The doctor answered: 
“This is a diagnosis that, without operation it can’t be recovered” and got surprised. And my 
mother said that it is a truth. It is already two years that I have been living thanks to the marvelous 
hands of Zarifa khanum. But today I met you. I am very happy that, I told you about my disease, 
about the trouble that I had. Whenever I come to Baku, I visit the threshold of Zarifa khanum. 
When Zarifa khanum x-rays – if I see a smile on her face, it means that, everything is good. May 
Allah don’t consider her much for us - for Azerbaijan! 
Dinara Hajiyeva 
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WE BELIEVE IN THE HEALING HANDS OF ZARIFA KHANUM 
I had polycystosis in my ovaries from the time when I was single. After the marriage such 
problems as thickening in ovaries, non-explosion of follicles began. I heard about Zarifa khanum 
from the cousin of my husband. As a result of strong inflammatory activity, the tumour has been 
formed in the kidney. As there was no hope for her life by the doctors, Zarifa khanum treated 
her. So, our family knew Zarifa khanum. When I addressed to Zarifa khanum, I have already 
known my problem. She also knew about the polycystosis, non-explosion of follicles, and 
thickening in ovaries and treated me 3 days. After 10 days I addressed to her again. So, after 
several months I became pregnant. My sweet, honey baby was born. Today my Mahammad baby 
is a joy gift to us given by Zarifa khanum with the help of God. Today I have brought my mother 
to Zarifa khanum. She suffers from Hepatitis C in her liver. She had this virus with the carelessness 
of the doctors. We came to Zarifa khanum. She is treated by Zarifa khanum now. We believe in 
the healing hands of Zarifa khanum. May God don’t consider her much for us. 
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SHE IS A REMEDY FOR TROUBLES 
I have known Zarifa khanum for many years. I got her first treatment when I was in Ganja. Then, 
as Zarifa khanum moved to the city, I lost touch with her because I didn’t know her address in 
Baku. I was examined in Ganja for many times from women's disease by very talented 
gynaecologist. Despite this, nodes from childhood didn’t fuse. My brother lives in Baku. I went to 
their house as a guest. While talking, my brother’s wife mentioned that, she had stones in her 
kidneys, an X-ray woman named Zarifa khanum treated her, the stones slopped by shattering. I 
was very glad that I found the address of Zarifa khanum. So, I went to threshold of Zarifa khanum 
again. She recognized me at once. After making roentgen examination she said that I suffer from 
wen disease. She treated me. Today, it is already the third time that, I address to Zarifa khanum. 
I get the second session from lymph gland. Lymph node swelling had already receded. I have seen 
her wonders. You also have to write that, people, who don’t know may know it. May God cherish 
Zarifa khanum endure the world. 
Mammadova Kifayat, 
Ganja city, N.Narimanov avenue, 
Building 2, apartment 
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HER EVERY ACTION, EVERY WORD MUST BE WRITTEN TO THE HISTORY 
I have known Zarifa khanum since 2000. It was already 3 months that I was operated. But I felt 
myself very awful again. My anxiety was growing day by day. One day, an acquainted woman told 
me about Zarifa khanum. The next day, woken up I went to the Experimental hospital to Rahima 
khanum, to visit the doctor. After the treatment, she said that I have cyst in a very big size in my 
ovaries. Then she noted that, I must immediately be operated. After leaving there, we went to 
Republican maternity home. Doctor Gulya khanum also confirmed the diagnosis given by Rahima 
khanum. And send me to the surgeon Lala Mammadova, who works in Oncology. 
So, I approached towards Doctor Lala Mammadova in Oncology after leaving there. 
She also examined me and said the same diagnosis. Saying that if I will not be operated, it can 
implode she mentioned the seriousness of my situation again. 
I went directly home after leaving the hospital. I grieved; I did not know what to do. I was 
operated short time before. I thought about how I can bear to the operation again. 
For some reason, I had a sense of fear inside of me. As if, I was between death and life. A voice 
in the depth of my heart said that, if you will be operated, you cannot live. 
At home, my husband and children insisted in my going to the operation. But a voice in my heart 
was against it. The next day, a person that I respect very much came to us as a guest. As she knew 
my situation, she said “Relax” and told me about Zarifa khanum. The next day I went to the given 
address. When I saw so many people, I came in confidently. Zarifa khanum switched the lights 
off in order to x-ray me. Believe me that, as it was winter I even didn’t take of my fur coat. 

- Oh my daughter, how many stitches did they put in to you, asking this Zarifa 
khanum ground with a mournful voice. She even could say how many stitches I had in my 
body. She said that I have no glad bladder and there is a cyst in my ovary. I became brave. 
I noted that I had been in 3 hospitals and met 3 doctors individually and asked Zarifa 
khanum for the help. 

Looking at my face carefully she said: “Khanum, don’t be operated, I will treat you”. So, she began 
the treatment. Several days over she delighted me by saying you are well now. 
Ten days later, I came for the examination again. Everything is right she said and smiled. I bended 
and kissed her healing hands. I couldn’t stop my tears. 
The next day was examined by Ultrasonic sound apparatus, they said that I have no such a 
disease. I am grateful to Zarifa khanum making miracles with her hands. It is felt healing even 
from her glance, from her breath. Each of her words, each sentence, and each action must be 
written to the history. May Allah bless Zarifa-the angel that he gifted to Earth. 
Musayeva Dunya, 
Ata-Turk avenue 3078, 
Building 65, apartment 62 
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SHE IS LİKE AN ANGEL 
My son Kanan was of four months, when he had a high temperature, which didn’t fall. I saw a 
pediatrician. After a medical inspection and an uroscopy she advised us to saw a children’s 
urologist. The diagnosis of the urologist was a fourth level hydronephrosis of left kidney and a 
chronological renal failure of right kidney. 
We have no any hopes. We did not know what to do. They did not take a baby of four months 
for operation. Then we saw one famous urologist. Having looked over ultrasonic scanning and 
analysis results, she just gave us several advices. She suggests us to give baby much fluid, but it 
was impossible ti give such a small baby too much fluid. We were confused. 
Later we heard about Zarifa xanum. She investigated a baby and said: “Don’t be afraid, your child 
will recover”. We were so happy. How my son is completely healthy. We come to Zarifa xanum 
for repeated investigation. God not take her away from his lamblike creatures on earth! 
 
 
 
Valida Behbudova, Khirdalan city, 
Farming massif, Ilham Seferli str, house 12 
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SHE İS A TREASURE UNSEEN BEFORE 
Once my deceased mother called me and asked me to take her to Zarifa xanum. Telling the truth 
I am an atheist and prefer belief in reality. But after mother’s insistence, I nevertheless took her 
to Zarifa xanum. My mother was an aged woman, but though it, after being accepted by Zarifa 
xanum she felt herself so alive that even preferred to go by metro to remember her youth. 
In such a way I got acquainted with a person, performing wonders. At that time I had severe pain 
in the region of stomach. I turned to Zarifa xanum. She investigated me and said that I had a gall-
stone. I started treatment. Three-days treatment, I took, made me healthy till today. Gall-stones 
dropped from gall. As though I had not such unbearable pain. Each time I saw her, I kiss the hands 
of woman, performing such wonders. Sometimes I think how I could not believe such a person. 
Now I am ashamed of my those senses. 
God send us Zarifa xanum as a rescuer. She is like an Angel. She is a selfless person, giving her 
life, woman happiness and youth to us - patients. Zarifa xanum is a treasure unseen before. 
 
 
 
Mammadov Tofig Demir oglu, 
Baku, Mammadaliyev str. 14, apt. 9 
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SHE IS AN IRREPLACEABLE HEALER 
My daughter Leyla was one month old, when her body was puffed. She could not micrate. We 
took her to Children Clinic Hospital immediately. There different injections and medicines were 
taken for baby could micrate. In such a way she had eight-day treatment, but it did not help. 
My husband Salim told me about one woman doing wonders – Zarifa xanum and we took Leyla 
to her. She told us that a child had a gall-stone. We had heard about this from doctors before. 
But because of baby’s being so small, it was impossible to take her to operation. Only Zarifa 
xanum could help Leyla. After three-days treatment she felt herself well. She is already two years 
old. Thanks to Zarifa xanum, Leyla is living now. She is an unprecedented and irreplaceable 
healer. Today I come to be investigated myself. 
Let God make Zarifa xanum’s life long! 
 
Valiyeva Arzu 
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SHE IS DOING WONDERS 
I heard about Zarifa xanum from my colleague Isa bey. As far as I know, he had a treatment 
because of a kidney disease. Once I came home from work. My husband told me that my son 
Tamerlan had a pain in the region of kidneys and blood in urine. At morning I took him to Real 
Clinic in Sumgayit. He passed ultrasonic scanning. A doctor said that Tamerlan had 5sm stones in 
both kidneys and urethra. Then I took him to the urologist Kamal Abdullayev. He advised to 
operate Tamerlan. The operation was made and it ended successfully. During one year I took my 
son to medical investigation once per two months. As if his kidneys were producing stones. The 
quality of stones increased day by day. Once I remembered my talk about Zarifa xanum with İsa 
bey. This happened at the beginning of 2007. I took Tamerlan to Zarifa xanum. On the day we 
came, luckily, Zarifa xanum were accepting children out of turn. That’s why we were accepted 
immediately. She investigated Tamerlan and said: “This child has been operated, there were 
stones in his kidneys”. I was appalled by her telling this just looking at clothed Tamerlan at 
distance. On that I saw Zarifa xanum’s wonder for the first time. She was healing my son for three 
days. Within next three months all stones dropped off. I gathered several ones and handed them 
over to Zarifa xanum’s collection of kidney and gall stones. Now I take Tamerlan to investigation 
once per three months too. The only recruer, healer, scientist and doctor for me is Zarifa xanum. 
 
 
Iskandarov Mehman Shirvan oglu, 
Shamakhi, Arzuman village 
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GOD MAKE EVERYBODY HAVE OCCASION OF HAPPINESS TEARS 
I was having a breast cancer for already one year. Day by day it was increasing. The cancer was 
expanding and the pain was changing to colic. Relatives and my children were worrying about 
me. I promised my son to see a doctor at once after my daughter’s wedding. 
On my son’s insistence I went to the Oncologic Dispensary. Doctor Yasar investigated me. Then 
after other medical investigations and analysis I saw doctor Jalil. He greeted me smilingly and 
investigated. After investigation he informed me that I had to take chemical therapy as soon as 
possible. I took some prosedures and went home. I was feeling myself very bad when I reached 
home. I was vomiting too. I spent three days at home in hard condition and even no having a 
drink of water. 
Three days later I was taken to another doctor. After several venous injections I felt myself better. 
At the evening I ate a little bit soup. Having heard about my hard condition, relatives came to us. 
One of them, called Valida, told me about Zarifa xanum. She said: “Maybe we will take you to 
Zarifa xanum?”. I agreed and answered: “ Yes, under God’s protection”. 
Thus, next day at 10 o’clock we were at Zarifa xanum. Valida xanum and my son Emin were 
waiting for me in corridor. Zarifa xanum investigated me and said: “Xanum, why have you made 
an injection to breast? Why have you made it crush?” They wanted to operate you, didn’t they? 
Besides you have taken chemical therapy”. 
As if Zarifa xanum knew everything about me and saw through me. I was confused. I was appalled 
by her knowing everything so exactly. 
She also told me: “I you are operated, you will live two months”. 
Weeping I told her that I was hoping only for her. I asked her to help me. I kissed her hands. Then 
she looked into my eyes and said: “I will do everything I can. God help you!”. When I left room, I 
saw my son taking his hands upward and praying for me. When he heard that Zarifa xanum 
agreed to heal me, he raised his hands upward and said: “Thanks God!” Thus I was healed for 
three days. After first seance the neoformation (a cancer) already lowered very much. Today is 
the last day. And now I am giving you an interview. 
Then Nargiz xanum went to Zarifa xanum to be investigated. She would go out in several minutes 
and tell us the results of her treatment. Now I am also impatiently looking forwad her coming 
out. My hands were wet because of anxiety. Maybe a Reader will say: ‘Why is this woman excited 
too much?” - “Dear Reader, it is because I have also survived such pain and bitterness. And 
thinking about this, I saw the door opened. Weeping and shocked Nargiz xanum came out room 
and sat in an armchair. She didn’t tell anything and I was very worried more. At this moment 
Zarifa xanum opened the door. She said: “Xanum is healthy. She can go” and smiled. 
As if Nargiz xanum became stronger after Zarifa xanum’s words. She kissed her hands once more 
and wound her legs. Zarifa xanum took her by arm and got her up. Then she said: “Don’t do this. 
I have healed you by allowance and healing given me and with help of angels God has sent me”. 
Nargiz xanum could not keep her tears because of happiness. God make everybody have occasion 
of happiness tears! 
 
 
Abbasova Nargiz 
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ZARIFA XANUM MADE OUR FAMILY HAPPY 
We live in Gabala. One acquaintance in Gabala advised us to take our daughter to Zarifa xanum. 
My daughter Khayala had got married for already seven years but still had no children. As doctors 
say, her ovaries were out of development and there were a clog in her uterus channels. Doctor 
did not hope that she would be able have a child with such ovaries. We lost our hopes. We saw 
each good doctor we heard about. 
Having heard about Zarifa xanum and got her address, we took Xayala to her. 
Zarifa xanum investigated her and said: “What doctors have made her! She has taken 
unnecessary treatments and her ovaries has completely ceased their function. Her healing will 
last long. First of all, it is necessary to resume function of ovaries and then she will be able to 
have a child too, with God’s permission”. 
Thus she started to take treatment. The healing process took so much time. Therefore on this 
she was already pregnant. We were so happy. My husband also some problems. He had saw 
many doctors during twenty years, took treatments each year but he was still not healthy. After 
daughter had been healed, husband went to her too. He started to feel himself good after two 
seances. 
I also had a headache and high pressure. After Zarifa xanum’s healing I have no a headache any 
more. 
Now I take my son Sadiq to her. He is 24 years old. He lives in Russia. He saw a doctor because of 
having a pain in stomach. Doctors told that he had pimples in stomach. He told us about this on 
telephone. 
We advised him not to go to any doctor and come Baku as soon as possible. He came to Baku for 
several days. And now he is also healed by Zarifa xanum. 
Zarifa xanum’s healing hands made our family lucky, happy and luxurious. They say “A strong soul 
in healthy body”. Our family is grateful her lifelong. God give her long life to protect hearth and 
homes! 
 
 
Abdullayev Khalid, 50 years old, 
Qabala district, Zirink village 
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WE ARE GRATEFUL TO HER HEARFUL HANDS AND BRIGHT EYES 
In 1993 we escaped from Jabrayil and were lodged in Baku. My daughter Aytan got sick badly. 
She had high temperature, vomited and was very weak. First of all, she took a treatment in the 
result of a rheumatism diagnosis in Hospital №3 of Sabunchu district. But a little bit later same 
symptoms repeated. She was having 39-40°C temperature for several days. We took different 
treatments in the result of different diagnosis in different hospitals of Baku, but there was no any 
improvement. Doubting of child’s kidney sickliness, we took her to hospital by Javadzade. They 
investigated her and made a diagnosis of “a reflux in urethra”. There we took one year treatment. 
They said that it was necessary to operate a child to recover her. By accident we saw a writing 
about Zarifa xanum. When we went to her, she said that it was unnecessary to operate her and 
it would be even dangerous too. Giving very useful advices, Zarifa xanum healed my daughter for 
three days. From that day the child had no temperature and any of above mentioned symptoms. 
We are grateful to Zarifa xanum’s hearful hands and bright yes! 
 
 
Adigozalova Sevda, 
Baku, Sabunchu district 
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THANKS GOD’S GREANESS! 
I was suffered from a breast cyst already for five years. Several times I took some treatment 
procedures, but it didn’t help. By accident my colleague told me that his relative had been 
completely healed by Zarifa xanum and recovered. He advised me to go to her. 
Later I took Zarifa xanum’s several healing seances. The cyst, which was obviously observed, 
really vanished. I was a witness of Zarifa xanum’s hands being hearful. God has too much 
wonders. I am thankful Zarifa xanum. 
Thanks God’s greatness! 
Thanks Zarifa xanum’s being! 
 
 
Rena Suleymanova, 
Yeni Guneshli, AB massif, house 68, apt. 8 
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SHE IS A WONDER OF CENTUR 
I have recovered from my 21-years disease within two months. 
Since 1989 I was suffering from a gynaecological disease. I saw many doctors and passed through 
different apparatus. They said I had such diseases as a fibroma, disfunction and myoma of uterus. 
I was treated for already 21 years. I was under doctor’s control for too long period of time. But it 
didn’t help. On the contrary, for more than one year I have a new disease – an endometriosis in 
uterus, what is a thickening of uterus. Within one year period of time I took a treatment per each 
six months. They scraped me and told that it was necessary to operate and remove an uterus. 
Otherwise my disease would change into a cancer. 
I had severe pain in the region of stomach. The pains were unbearable. I lost all my hopes. I was 
asking God for help at day and night. I was praying God to help me. My neighbor’s daughter saw 
me in such hard condition and told about Zarifa xanum, healing by hands. She said: “Anyway you 
have to be operated. You have seen so many doctors and passed through too many apparatus. 
Let Zarifa xanum investigate you as a last chance. If she doesn not promise to heal you, then you 
will go to operation. She is a gift from God. She heals by hands and sees viscera by eyes like an X-
ray photography”. 
On the 17th of January, 2010 I went to Zarifa xanum. She investigated me, agreed to heal me and 
started a treatment. After the 2nd seance of treatment she said there was no necessity to go for 
operation anymore and after the 3rd seance she said that I would be completely recovered. 
As if there a wonder occurred. I did not believe my ears. I could even speak because of my 
happiness. This was a wonder of century. Really a wonder happened. Within 1-2 days she made 
what the doctors could not do for already 21 years. She healed me. I was already preparing for 
operation if there were no Zarifa xanum’s hearful hands! 
God give her hands power! 
God see her not much for Azeri people! 
I ask God good health, long life and family happiness for her! 
Zarifa xanum, I kiss your hearful hands! God accept all prays! Amen! 
 
 
 
Chinari Tarlan Nabi qizi, 
Baku, 03.04.2010 
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WONDERS, I SAW IN HEARTH, WIIL NOT BE WRITTEN ALL 
I have been going to this hearth beginning from 2000. During all these years me and my relatives 
have gained health from hearful hands of saint Zarifa xanum. 
Stones in kidney have been crushed and dropped off without pain. I was hard afraid and 
sustained stress. She took away this from me too. 
She prevented me from bleeding in the result of hydranth being in my cervix uteri. She also 
prevented 17 years old granddaughter of my aunt from bleeding because of having some 
problems in her uterus. The girl could not recover though she had taken already one year 
treatment, assigned by doctors. 
The wonders, I have seen in this hearth, will not be written all. 
I am grateful to the owner of this saint health – Zarifa xanum Mayilova with my heart-whole 
thanks and wish her and her family together happiness and good health. God make healing force 
of her hands stronger! Amen! 
 
 
 
Haziyeva Fizza, 
Khatai district, Akhmedli settlement, 
28.03.2010 
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AN ANGEL - RESCUER 
Since 1997 (time when I got married) until June, 2000 I have seen so many doctors, taken a lot of 
treatments and passed through too many apparatus. But everything in vain. I could not recover 
from chill. 
Once my mother-in-law told me about a Rontgen woman, called Zarifa khanum. She said: “She 
heals with hands without any medicines”. 
When I went to her, I saw how people were appalled by her wonders and told one another about 
them. 
Zarifa khanum investigated us. She said that my husband did not need any treatment and I had 
no any serious illness. She healed me from chill. She also said that there were no any use from all 
treatments I had taken before. 
From that day I do not believe doctors. 
Two months later after one seance (3 days) I was already pregnant. During pregnancy I felt myself 
very calm and happy. On the 7th month of pregnancy I had some problems with kidney (right 
kidney was damaged) and Zarifa khanum cancelled this too with her magic hands. 
We are grateful to Zarifa khanum lifelong. We wish her long life, good health and all best wishes. 
On the 7th of June, 2001 I gave birth a boy. He is healthy. I am obliged to this rescuer Angel. 
 
 
Aliyeva Hamina Tofiq qizi, 
Zira settlement 
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THE FIRST WONDER OF THE WORLD 
I have been married for already three years but I have no children. On December I was pregnant, 
but several days later a menstruation started. After this I made a test again and it showed 
pregnancy again. Then I went to see a doctor to maternity hospital №2. There I passed through 
apparatus and made a blood test. They also showed pregnancy. The doctor said that it was an 
abdominal pregnancy and the only way out is the operation. The doctors of Sabunchu hospital 
said me the same. I left hospital and went to Zarifa khanum. Without making Rontgen she said 
that it was an abdominal pregnancy. She took me for healing on the same day. She was healing 
me for three days. One week later I made a test again and I had no that disease any more. 
I call Zarifa khanum’s healing hands and bright eyes as the first wonder of the world. I am grateful 
to her lifelong and wish her long life. God make her hands more hearful and her eyes brighter to 
help sick men like us! 
 
 
Abdullayeva Kamila Suleyman qizi, 
Azizbekov district, Yeni Qala settlement 
(forced migrator from Lachin district) 
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A REMEDY FROM THOUSAND DISEASES 
To call her simply “Zarifa” will hurt God’s feelings. It will be better to call her “an Angel Zarifa”. 
We can say that on such hard days of Azerbaijan it is possible to find a remedy for thousand 
diseases by hearful hands and bright eyes of Zarifa khanum. These are not only my words. These 
are heart-whole words of hundreds and thousands of people, suffering from pain for years. 
People, suffering from a kidney pain for more than ten years and gaining health thanks to Zarifa 
khanum’s healing and wonder of her hands, better know what is this. We are thankful to Zarifa 
khanum, who helped me and my family to recover. 
 
 
 
Qaniyeva Boyukhanum, 
Qaradaq district, 
Lokbatan settlement 
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GOD HELP HER! 
I was born in Jabrayil district. In 1993 when our district was occupied by enemies, I came and 
settled in Shuvelan village in Baku. On April, 2008 I saw a doctor because of having pain. Doctors 
investigated me, took a blood test and as the result of them said that I had a viral hepatitis B in 
blood. They advised me to go to appropriate doctor and I did so. The doctor started to treat me. 
He said that would treat me within 3 months. After three-month treatment he directed me to 
make a blood test and after receiving results of blood test advised to be treated 2 months more. 
Thus, after five-month treatment I passed a blood test to check being of hepatitis B in blood. 
When the doctor said that I needed treatment for 3 months more, I could not stand and said: 
“But at first you said me that you would recover me within three-month period of time”. For this 
he answered that the treatment of this disease sometimes lasted long. 
Thus, after eight-month treatment the blood test showed that a viral hepatitis B in my blood 
increased but not decreased at all. When I asked doctor about reason of this, he said that I 
misunderstood the results of blood test. The level of virus in blood decreased and I needed 
treatment a little bit more. 
My pains became more and more day by day. I was thinking why my pains are increasing if the 
treatment is well going on. I gathered all my analysis and went to other doctor. He looked over 
my analysis and said that I also needed to make a blood test for a viral hepatitis D as while there 
was a viral hepatitis B, there was a viral hepatitis D too. So I passed through this analysis too. The 
doctor looked over the results and said that I had both viral hepatitis B and D – “That’s why the 
treatment, has been made before, does not effect. That disease has to be treated by means of 
more expensive injections and within one year period of time. And the result of the treatment 
will be fifty-fifty... 
The treatment may last for years. Viruses may vanish or not vanish in your blood. In one word, 
no any doctor guarantees complete recovery from this disease. The treatment, made before, is 
wrong...” 
As the injections, the doctor assigned, were very expensive I could not continue the treatment. 
On the February, 2009 I heard about Zarifa khanum and went to her. She investigated me and 
within a minute or two said all results of the analysis, made by doctors. I was astonished by Zarifa 
khanum’s divine ability when she said, as the doctor did, that all treatment I had taken before 
had no any effect. I was happy when she agreed to heal me. 
Thus, from next day I started treatment. Day by day my pains were reducing and I was feeling 
myself better. My belief to Zarifa khanum grew. Six months later Zarifa khanum said that the 
level of virus in my blood decreased and I could check it in any hospital. 
So I went to make a blood test. I could not believe my eyes whe I saw the results. Really the level 
of the virus reduced many times. The level of virus in blood was very little and slight. From that 
day I take Zarifa khanum’s treatment once per two months. I just believe that these viruses will 
vanish at all. Of course, thanks to God and Zarifa khanum’s hearful hands. 
At the end I express my thanks to Zarifa khanum and pray God to help her in her good work. God 
help her! 
 
 
 
Vagif Quliyev, 
Baku, Shuvelan village, 
07.04.2010 
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WE ARE PROUD OF HER 
My son, Alimanov Seyfulla, was born on the 7th of September, 1997. After birth, within one year 
period of time doctors diagnosed him to have a heart pain. Until six years old I had been taking 
him to different hospitals and at last we came to Zarifa khanum. The doctors wanted to operate 
him. God give Zarifa khanum long life and good health! She made my son live, not to go for 
operation. God pass part of my life to her life! I am bringing my son to Zarifa khanum for already 
four years. Now he is more healthy and more cheerful. I believe that thousands of people, like 
me, are proud of Zarifa khanum. 
 
 
Alimanova Dilara, 
Baku, Shuvalan village 
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SHE IS THE SAINTEST PERSON WE HAVE EVER SEEN 
My daughter Aytaj was born on the January, 2008. From the day of birth her right eye was 
pussing, reddening and swelling. The eight-month treatment, assigned by doctors, did not effect. 
The disease was already passing to her left eye too. The doctors advised to open an eye channel 
by making operation. 
Then İ took my baby to Zarifa khanum. She looked at her with her bright eyes and said: “There is 
a clog in her eye channel”. What the doctors could not treat for eight months was healed by 
Zarifa khanum in one seance. She healed a child. When we came home, there were not any pus 
and reddening in her eyes. The wonder occurred with Zarifa khanum’s miraculous hands. 
Now Aytaj is one years old. She makes us glad with her healthy and beautiful eyes. 
I am life long grateful to this saint woman Zarifa khanum for her healing my daughter’s eyes 
without pain. 
I pray God to give her good health. I adore her mighty wonder. 
 
 
 
 
Shabanova Samira Heybat qizi, 
Qala village 
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A WOMAN HAVING DIVINE FORCE 
I am from Lankaran and at present I live in Baku. 
I had a disease in mammary glands. It was diagnosed in Lankaran central diagnostics hospital as 
symptoms of fibrotic- gangliac mastitis. 
I was treated for a long time but did not recover. Later I was also treated with the same diagnosis 
(fibrotic- gangliac mastitis) in maternity hospital №5 but it did not help too. Then I turned to 
National Oncological center. They diagnosed me the same disease but could not recover me too. 
Later I went to Moscow, where I was treated in Mamma Center. But I did not recover there too. 
I already had no hopes for recovery. I shrank into myself and continued to live with my grief. 
Once I went to my aunt. She told me about Zarifa khanum, having divine force and showed me a 
newspaper with her photo. When I saw her photo in newspaper, for some reason a belief arose 
in me. I believed that she would heal me. So I went to Zarifa khanum together with my mother. 
She contradicted a diagnosis made in Moscow (mastitis). She said that there was “a knot” in my 
right mammary glands. It was really so. What could not be treated by doctors for so long time 
was healed by Zarifa khanum. In the result of three seances I felt myself better. I had so much 
troubles because of this disease. Zarifa khanum rescued me from these troubles. Thanks to her 
hearful hands I was rescued from my pains. 
God give Zarifa khanum long life! Let her cure people with her hearful hands! I am thankful to 
Zarifa khanum. God give her good health and execute her all wishes. Thank You, Zarifa khanum! 
I hug you and kiss. I always god You! 
 
 
Agayeva Vusala Kamil qizi, 
A student of Tteachers College 
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SHE İS A GİFT GOD HAS ENDOWED US 
I live in Masazir. I am a taxi-driver. I have travelled all over Azerbaijan. My wife Dilara khanum 
had been sick for already 20 years. We had gone to so many hospitals, passed a lot of treatment 
but everything in vain. 
Once I took one client to the metro station Gara Garayev. There by accident I met one my friend. 
He asked me what I was doing there. “Maybe you come to Zarifa khanum?” – he said. Then I 
asked him who was Zarifa khanum. He said that she was a charity doctor. He enumerated me 
more than twenty diseases had been healed by her. Having heard about this, I also took my wife 
to her. After investigation it was found out that doctors had diagnosed my wife incorrectly. They 
diagnosed her as having a Derbyshire neck, but really she had a gastric-intestinal disease. Having 
diagnosed her, she started treatment. “Thank God that now my wife has recovered and she has 
no any problems in her health”. 
Later I took my son Rasul to Zarifa khanum. He suffered from Giardia lamblia. Zarifa khanum 
treated and healed him too. 
At last I went to Zarifa khanum myself. She said that I had cardiovascular problems and healed 
me too. Now I feel myself well. Some months after treatment I had some troubles. Even these 
troubles damaged my voice. Besides this I had pains and colic in groin. I addressed to Zarifa 
khanum again. After treating me she said that go and live. You had the symptoms of cancer. I 
treated it. 
And now I feel as if I came to the World again. I have no pain. For this I and my family members 
are obliged to Zarifa khanum. She is a present given to us from God. May God help her healing 
hands and not consider her much to this people. 
Mammadov Tehran, 
Masazir village 
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IF SHE IS NOT AN ANGEL, THEN WHO IS SHE? 
Lately, I was feeling myself very bad. Besides woman disease my nerves also were not normal. 
Wife of my uncle Sevda khanum told me about Zarifa khanum who rescued her from tumor 
disease. I asked her to learn her address. As she learned the address I went there in order to see 
the wonders of Zarifa khanum. Smooth-tongued, kind Maynur khanum said that it’s my turn. 
After Zarifa khanum x-rayed me, she stated that, I have nervous disease and it is connected with 
my mode of life. And said that, I have chill in my woman organs. So, she treated my disease for 
3days. I feel myself very well. Since then, I haven’t been to the doctor and I took my son and 
relatives to Zarifa khanum for the treatment. She is an irreplaceable person. God loved us that 
have sent such an angel for us. She spends her l whole life between four walls by giving healing 
for patients. Several times I have seen that, she treats 50% of people disinterestedly. If she is not 
an angel, then who is she? 
Tamilla Ganiyeva, 
Lokbatan settlement 
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GOD DOESN’T MAKE PEOPLE HOPELESS WHO HAVE BEGGED HIM 
For known reasons, Armenian fascists occupied Garabagh territory in 1993. Our family also 
settled in Baku. 
In 2002, sharp pains began in my kidneys for the first time-I looked forward for the coming of 
morning. In the early morning, I went to the hospital, it was for the first time that, I was 
addressing to the doctor, after the examination of Ultrasonic inspection apparatus, I sent the 
results of the apparatus to the doctor. He stated that I have stones in my kidneys, and need to 
be operated immediately. He even appointed the amount of the operation with me. But although 
I did not have that money for the operation, I accepted it because I was under the compulsion. I 
had to go to the hospital for the operation on Tuesday. I had no choice but agree. Along the way, 
I prayed the God thinking what can I do. God doesn’t make people hopeless who have begged 
him. As I reached home, one of our neighbors phoned me to know about my situation. I spoke 
about my conversation with the doctor. Our neighbor said: “Don’t go to the doctor, let’s go to 
the reception of Zarifa khanum, she will make you as a new born baby, you will find a healing”. 
And I went to Zarifa khanum believing. I remember exactly that, when she received us, it was 
5:20. While treating, she said the same diagnosis of the Ultrasonic inspection apparatus just by 
looking. Even she said how many millimeters the stone is. My belief increased from one to a 
hundred. Thus, she took me for the treatment. Only after 4 days coming to Zarifa khanum, all the 
stones of my kidneys have pushed out, all our breed believed in this miracle. 
Fact was fact – all the stones pushed out by fusing. Fifteen days after the treatment I went to Igor 
Sokolenon in the department of urology. It was the second time that I addressed to him. He 
applied the apparatus again and asked with the astonishment, what you did that, all the stones 
have been pushed out. I told the story to Igor doctor as it was in fact. He said it was a miracle. I 
even told about Zarifa khanum to the people who were waiting for their turn. There were people 
that, learned the address and went there. And I had a contact with each of them, they expressed 
their gratitude to me for knowing Zarifa khanum with the help of me. 
And I bow in front of Zarifa khanum. May God don’t lack her from the head of Azerbaijani people. 
Azizov Vagif Misir, 
Agdam region, Marzili village 
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THE GODDESS OF HEALING 
In ancient Greek there as beauty goodness, love goodness and so on. And I call the heroine of 
this little article as a “Goddess of Healing”. The heroine of this article is Zarifa khanum. This lady, 
known as an x-ray woman and an academic in the whole world can see inner organs of the people 
by looking at their face and treats the illnesses by her healing hands. 
I don’t know another doctor in the world and don’t want to know. As if God sent her for us from 
the sky to recover ill people like us. Wise Azerbaijani poet M. Fuzuli who lived in the XVI century 
has written these lines as if to Zarifa khanum: 
Hey, angel face, strangers admires you 
Right knows, nobody will say you a person who is a person. 
Zarifa khanum uses this gift given by God to her own nation without denying. Thus, millions of 
peoples found treatment from her hands. From this point of view we can name her as a “nation 
mother”. 
I also found a healing from her miraculous hands. There was an edema, growth and obesity in 
my liver. Academic Zarifa khanum tirelessly rescued me from this grief for 3 days. Apart this, 
under my left arm, a big, black spot appeared and grew bigger day by day. As well as edemas 
appeared in my throat and gullet area. Doctors put the diagnosis of cancer. Goddess of Healing 
Zarifa khanum also separated me from those grieves with her healing hands. 
Stones in my kidneys hurt me very much. With the consultation of doctors I went to Galaalti 
sanatorium, stayed there and was treated but results were not good. But beautiful hands of Zarifa 
khanum put those stones away only in three days. Yes, destroyed completely. All of these are the 
wonders that I witnessed. 
Modern scientific technologies and human mind is unable to understand the wonders of Zarifa 
khanum. I always pray to God for a long life to Zarifa khanum. 
Citizen of Gubadli region, Bakhtiyarli village, 
Yusifov Hidayat Maharram, 36 years old 
At the moment I live at Sumgait city, 
5th estate, quarter 34/13, apartment 23 
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I WANT TO BE A MOTHER 
About Zarifa khanum much is written, much is spoken. But believe me that, it is not enough how 
much we write, we speak about her… 
My first acquaintance with Zarifa khanum was like this. I was married for more than 3 years. But 
I had no child. There was no doctor that I addressed nowhere that I went, no drugs that I took. 
But I still didn’t have a child. So, there began troubles in m y family… 
One day, I was returning from the examination. At that moment I met my neighbor Aida khanum. 
After knowing my situation she gave me the address of Zarifa khanum. I went to that address not 
losing the hope. When I was in the place of Zarifa khanum, she did not let me speak. She 
examined us with her bright eyes by switching off the light. My husband was healthy, but I was 
ill. She took me for the treatment. Her healing, soft hands treated me for three days. 
On January 08, 1999 a normal boy was born. I am a happy mother now. Thanks to Zarifa khanum 
I saved my family, as well as I had a brave, sweet baby named Vugar. Now he is 11. Since that 
day, we often visit her threshold. Whoever gets in our family, we address only to her. 
May Allah helps Zarifa khanum himself. May her hands always be healing and her hands be 
luminous. 
Narimanov district, 
Bagirova Sevda Charkaz 
August 19, 2008 
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MIRACLE OF THE HEALING HANDS 
 
I have known Zarifa khanum for a long time. I saw myself the incurable patients have recovered 
by her. 
When I was 65 years old, my knees have been seized. Pains became acute. I showed it to Zarifa 
khanum. She also said me that I have salt in my knees. But said that she doesn’t recover the salt. 
But still feeling mercy she put her hands on my knees and my back. After several days I completely 
recovered. I said to myself that, Oh my God, what a great miracle is it! Just a touch with a hand 
and there is no pain, no salt, no seizing, all of them disappeared. Since then, whoever has a pain 
in our family, addressed to her. Our hope, patronage is she. 
My God, bless Zarifa khanum always and make her hands always strong, and eyes bright! 
Garachukhur settlement, 
Hajinski 101, apartment 64, 
Abdurahim Charkaz 
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I TOOK REFUGE IN HER 
I have read wonder about Zarifa khanum in the newspaper several years ago while we lived in 
Agdam. Life was such that we took refuge to Baku for the certain reason. Zarifa khanum was 
famous as named “Roentgen woman” personally I Nubar Agdamli witnessed the wonder of her 
cured hands. 
I had problem on my health. I addressed to the doctor. It was clear that I had cardiovascular 
disease. I had been treated. When the weather changed specially in spring and autumn my pains 
started again. Though I was ill I was taking my sister to Zarifa khanum’s acceptance for ache on 
her head. On the way I had pain on my chest then it spread to my shoulder and neck. 
We came to the Zarifa khanum’s acceptance with a great difficulty. She analysed me and said 
that I revealed infarction, started treatment. It was more than one year we feel ourselves quite 
good. As if, I haven’t suffered from heart disease for many years. Therefore, I am thankful to 
Zarifa khanum all my life. May God be satisfied with her and don’t consider her much for us. 
Surakhani distr. Qarachukhur settlement, apart.14b 
Nubar Agdamli 
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Mother scream 
My son Elmir was 6 years old. He had severe disease. There was no hospital that I took Elmir to. 
But nobody could get exact diagnose and treat completely. What to do? Where to go? I didn’t 
know. I lost all my hope. My son got worse day by day... 
One night in my dream my dead grandmother said that: Zarifa is Sayyid’s daughter. Take Elmir to 
her. 
I got up quickly and called my sister. She looked for Zarifa khanum’s address and found. 
Mashadi Mir Zarifa khanum analyzed the child. He had colitis on his intestine. After two courses 
of treatment my son recovered. Recovery of such severe patient was a wonder. I prayed to Zarifa 
khanum. 

Baku Qarachukhur settlement 
aprt.14b, 
Bagirova Kamala Charkaz 
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SHE RESTORED MY EYES 
I was traumatized in my childhood. I was squint-eyed and I did not see at all. In addition I had 
unbearable pains in my eyes and legs. From my childhood I had been treated but it did not effect 
at all. “How can a man live without eyes? Just imagine... a squint-eyed girl, seeing nothing”. 
On the July, 2003 my relatives took me to Zarifa khanum. My parents had no any hopes for my 
recovery. Zarifa khanum made roentgen of me and promised to heal me. At first I passed three 
seances of treatment. The pains ceased and thc condition of my eyes became good. One month 
later I passed two-months treatment too. After seance Zarifa khanum rejoiced at my recovery 
more than me. I saw brightness on her face and happiness in her eyes. My eyes became 
completely healthy. Everything was all right. My family and relatives were happy. Thanks God! 
Let Zarifa khanum’s hearful hands, giving my eyes brightness, be all lifelong! 
 
 
Abdurrakhmanova Aytan Makhir qizi, 
Sheki, II Bilajik village 
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ZARIFA IS A GREATEST WONDER 
It was winter. I don’t know why but on that time when I woke up every day in the morning, my 
hands and legs swelled and reddened. Then I saw a doctor. After blood analysis there was high 
rheumatism found out in my blood. The treatment was assigned. I was treated by means of 
injections and medicines for one month but there were no any changes. Zarifa khanum had 
healed my mother. She took me to Zarifa khanum too. She investigated me and also said that I 
had high rheumatism in my blood. After three-days treatment my hands did not swell and redden 
any more. I repeatedly made a blood test. The doctor surprisingly told me that there were no 
rheumatism in the blood. Thus thanks to Zarifa khanum I lost the disease hurt me. 
For the second time I had severe pains in the region of stomach. I repeatedly went to Zarifa 
khanum to be investigated. After investigation she said that I had severe inflammatory process 
in blind gut and it was necessity to operate it. But on my and my mother’s insistence she agreed 
to heal me. She said: “ It will long for several days and God help you!”. But one day at night I had 
unbearable pains so that I already could not go. My mother called my father and they took me 
to Water Building Hospital. The doctor investigated me and said: “We will give him first aid and 
leave for morning. After ultrasonic scanning we will take him for operation. I suspect something 
wrong in ovaries”. On this my mother said: “It can’t be so! Zarifa khanum said that there is an 
inflammatory process in blind gut and even it is pussing too”. The doctor looked at her 
mysteriously and said: “Ok, let meet on morning after results of ultrasonic scanning”. Then my 
parents took me home. On next morning at 9 o’clock we were already at hospital. 
The surgeon and doctor, making ultrasonic scanning, investigated me and diagnosed the same as 
Zarifa khanum did. Thus I went to operation. Zarifa xanum sees with eyes that, what is diagnosed 
by doctors with ultrasonic scanning. She is the greatest wonder. 
 
 
Ahmadova Safiyya Mirza qizi, 
Surakhani district, Amirchan settlement, 
Z.Tagiyev str, house 8, apt.15 
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I BRING THE FACTS TO YOUR ATTENTION 
He had not any child for 7 years though he married in 1995. In 1996 -1997 he was treated Baku 
city hospital named after Garayev, and in 1998 he was treated in Baku city Oncological 
Dispensary. But that treatment did not provide enough benefit. Lack of semen diagnosis was 
appointed to Jafarov Hafiz in both hospitals. 
In April of 2002 his neighbor advised him to visit Zarifa khanum. After the first examination Zarifa 
khanum noted that the doctors have assigned the wrong diagnosis. The problem is not related 
to Jafarov Hafiz but to his wife Aliyeva Zumrud. And the main reason was that there were some 
problems in woman's uterus. Zarifa khanum promised that she would cure her. 
At the end of 2002 year their first child Leyla was born. After re-treatment in March of 2004 their 
second child Jalala was born. I heard that there would be written a book about Zarifa khanum 
and I know that it is my obligation to deliver these facts to you in a letter. 
 
Mother- in –Law Jafarova Minaya 
Zira settlement, Babayev street, turning 6, quarter 22 
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GOD BLESS HER 
I was being treated at Sabunchu District Hospital. As I was informed in my childhood that I had 
tumor in the size of egg. 
I was in the reception of Zarifa khanum. After being the treatment via roentgen it was known 
that there is no any tumor. In general, I don’t need any treatment related to woman illnesses. 
If I wouldn’t visited Zarifa khanum God knows that doctors would treat me unnecessarily for 
many times. May God bless this woman. 
Ahmadova Sakarnaz Mirabbas 
Address: Gobustan 
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SHE PROMISED ME TO BE TREATED 
At the date of April 2, 2004 at Roentgen department of Second Children's Clinical Hospital of Baku 
city professor A.F.Garayev said that, there is two-sided hymarite with a cyst in the territory of 
face and forehead of Orkhan. He wrote a treatment course, and stated that, if it doesn’t work we 
will need surgical operation. 
With the consultation of the relatives, his mother took Orkhan to Zarifa khanum on 03.09.2004. 
After the examination Zarifa khanum stated that, there is narrowing of blood vessels in the 
territory of head. For this reason, he has spasms. A small quantities of genyantritis is seen and 
promised to treat it. After the treatment he feels himself very well. We are gratitude to Zarifa 
khanum. 
Khanlarov Orkhan Arastun, 
Address: Baku city, Narimanov district 
Ashraf Aliyev str. Building 37, apartment 56 
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I AM GRATITUDE FIRSTLY TO GOD, THEN TO YOU, ZARIFA KHANUM 
Although my chance to live was very little a year ago, now with the might of God, and your healing 
hands I can make imaginations, dreams for the rest of my life. 
When I was struggling between death and life, by chance, one of my friends, knowing about my 
illness, took me to your threshold made me aware of your asset. This happened at the time that, 
doctors appointed chemotherapy for me. But a divine force moved me away from the treatment. 
After I have been in the reception of Zarifa khanum she confirmed the diagnosis of “tumor”. After 
thinking a little bit she said: “Don’t worry I will treat you”. And it became as she said. 
May God be satisfied with you, Zarifa khanum. May you live longer. Live longer to give joy and 
healing to people suffering from diseases. God bless you! I express my gratitude to you with a 
great respect and esteem. 
Raisa khanum, 
Baku city, Yasamal district. 
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TONGUE IS UNABLE TO SPEAK AND PEN IS UNABLE 
TO WRITE 
Tongue is unable to speak and pen is unable to write about respectable, dear, kind-hearted Zarifa 
khanum. 
I am high educated and I haven’t believed miracles before. As everyone I also visited Zarifa 
khanum for my diseases. As a result of node that formed in my left breast ( by the doctors) in 
1998 had grown, was branched out and made me be operated. During these years, myoma was 
also formed and I got bored of my life and endless treatments. 
As a result of fluke, I have heard about Zarifa khanum and to tell the truth, I didn’t believe 
seriously to the things that I have heard. However some time ago I decided to visit her after I saw 
the person health that was in a dreadful position. I visited Zarifa khanum. When she opened the 
door and invited me though she had veil on her face, I felt her nice, unusual breath. My fear was 
disappeared. Zarifa khanum said my diagnosis in accurate and scientific language that my belief 
for her Supremacy strengthened. 
She promised to cure me and she fulfilled her promise. The tumor that I have suffered during 17 
years disappeared in 3 days. Zarifa khanum who has cured myoma, my liver, gall bladder returned 
me back to my family and life. 
Zarifa khanum, you are messenger of God that he have gifted to us in order to fulfil healing and 
saving mission. 
Your are wealth and we should protect, know this wealth’s value. It is happiness for us to love in 
the same place, same time and in the same country. 
Your place in the heart of every person that meets with you, personally in my heart and in the 
heart of my family is forever for you. 
I wish from God that may healing of your hands, breath be forever and endless. 
Director of department of Geophysical 
Scientific Research Institute, 
Geophysicist, Baku city resident, 
Sultanova Nigar Ahmad 
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Tell me is there any person that is similar to her 
She is a miracle or helping that came from God. After the child was born doctors couldn’t believe 
that she was such a healthy child. Pediatrician said to me that “ I couldn’t believe that there could 
be such a healthy child in this family. Curse to the people who don’t trust in God. It is a miracle.” 
I don’t know how to express my gratitude to Zarifa mother. She helped us and our family had not 
been destroyed. We wish long life and good health to her form Most High Allah. May she help all 
the people as helped to us. 
 
Aliyeva Irada Kamal 
Address: Baku city, Mashtagha village, 
Azizbayov street quarter 52 
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MY HOPE THAT I HAVE MET AT THE LAST MOMENT 
Diagnosis of cystic -fibrosis- mastopathy was appointed to me by doctor Gorbukov in Clinic 
hospital no. 83 at Moscow in 2001. Continuous treatment was carried out at that hospital during 
a year and half. I didn’t have any pain during th treatment, but when I stopped treatment at that 
time my pains began again. 
In 2004 I was examined in the Republic Hospital by the help of USM device. After examination 
the doctors decided to cut the tumours in my breaths with the surgery operation. After a month 
I agreed to be operated. 
As a result of chance, I heard about Zarifa khanum and on March 6, 2004 I visited Zarifa khanum. 
Zarifa khanum promised that she would cure me and after three days treatment pains and 
tumors disappeared. She was my hope that I met at the last moment. God bless her. 
 

Osmanova Gulnaz Maharram 
Address: Kurdamir region resident 
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ZIYA THREW HIS GLASSES 
When Ziya was three years old, as he had severe spasm, he had strabismus in his eyes, and there 
was tremble in his right hand, and his nervous decayed. During 8 years, the treatments that were 
carried out at region Central clinics, at Zeynalov’s clinic, Children's Neurological Center, Institute 
of pediatrics, Institute of ophthalmology named after academician Z. Aliyeva have 50% effect. At 
Department of Eye Diseases of Central Clinics Hospital and also brigade of doctors that came 
from USA to Ismayilli examined and treated Ziya. However, it didn’t have any result. 
After I have read an article about Zarifa khanum in “New Musavat” newspaper, I visited this holy 
place. I couldn’t forget the words “you would be fully recovered” that she said me after the 
roentgen of Zarifa khanum. She began treatment, the trembling of Ziya’s right hand stopped, and 
his seeing ability 50 -60% gets better. Skinny Ziya is going towards growth and put on weight… 
and finally, Ziya throws his glasses. 
Father of Alizadeh Ziya: Aliyev Allahverdi, 
Ismayilli region, sidestreet 1, quarter 7 
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